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Homecoming Still
Alive for Alumni
Despite Tragedy
By COREY CUNNINGHAM
Hilltop Staff Writer
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11 th tragedy.

Due to the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks and a hip-hop laced homecoming, many began to question if
alumni will.flock to the Mecca as
in past years.
"Based upon the tragedy people
won't travel as much," said Nairobi
Abrams, director of Alumni Relations.
Still, the office of Alumni
Affairs, located in Howard Hall,
plans to put together a weekend of
events for alumni. They expect at
least one-third of the projected
homecoming attendance to consist
.of alumni.
"Because most Alumni are not
free until Thursday, at the earliest,
our events do not start until later in
the week," Abrams said.
The office has reached out to
alumni through brochures and
emails. Alumni Affairs also maintains a website where alumni can
track events and postponements.
Scheduled events include a
Retro-Vibe concert featuring
Harold Melvin's Blue Notes and
Ray Goodman & Brown, an alumni
boat ride, workshops and a fashion
show.
"The Fashion show will bring
out about 600 to 700 alumni alone,
there would have been more but
because of the tragedy many of the
alumni will not be present," said
' Abrams.
A c~lebration honoring Earvin
"Magic" Johnsol).,scheduled for
October 11, 2001, had to be postponed because of the September

The events have also deterred
some alumni from attending this
year's homecoming, but its not the
only reason for lack of alumni presence.
"Its hard to come back for homecoming when you have a family. I
have to worry about travel plans for
my children, or get childcare. I just
don't have the time," said alum
Tina Hill.
School of Communications
Alum, Stephanie Stokes-Oliver
agrees.
" Up until my IO year class
reunion, I came to homecoming
pretty regularly," she said ."But
after that time, I started my family
and didn't really have the time for
homecoming."
Oliver is coining to homecoming
because she is one of the Homecoming authors doing a book signing for Howard University Bookstore. But she also said she is
coming for the School of Communications Gala, and to see her
daughter who is in her second year
at Howard.
Other Alumni travel back for the
love of the school.
" The longer I am absent from
Howard, the less I am enticed to
come back for homecoming," said
Tim Reid, Business School Alum.
To reach out to alumni, Alumni
Affairs is beginning a Student
Alumni association. The purpose is
to keep alumni in touch with the
university, and to get students in
touch with alu1nni.
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oward's own Alpha chapter Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
Inc. step to precision in pumps in the 2001 homecoming step
show Monday.
Who am I? Reggae superstar Beenie Man delights the crowd at the
Reggae Concert Wednesday.
'

Members of Omega Psi Phi get a "little" help from a.n unexpected
assistant.
Winners of this years event, the ladies of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc. twirlstheir canes for the audience.

Please See Alumn~ /\5

Ribbons in the Sky
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Terrorism Fear Strikes Home For Students
Students Feel Susceptible to More Terrorist Attacks
By ALEXIS MCMURPHY
Contributing Writer

Photo by Jonathan C. Sims
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The Louisiana Club held a l}alloon launch off at 1;00 pm Wednesday. All
proceeds from the balloon launch off went to (he American Red Cross for the
September 11th tragedy. President H. Patrick Swygert attended the launch off
as students watched the balloons ascended into the sky.

Metro Embarks on a
Free Fare Weekend
promotion.
Metro is using this incentive to
target more tourism to downtown
stores, shops, and restaurants that
have seen a sharp drop off in customer interaction because of the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
Students say the move could
entice others to ride the trains again.
"It is definitely a good way to
promote tourism to the area since
people wont have to pay, it gives
them more of an incentive to ride,"
said Keysha Ahmad, a sophomore
biology major.
The request for the free fare
weekend came from the office of
Mayor Anthony Williams and was
approved by metro authorities at an
emergency meeting this week.

By JOSEF SAWYEr
Hilltop Staff Writer
To increase usage in the wake of
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, Metro
will institute a free fare weekend on
all busses and trains.
Anyone using Metro Saturday
between the hours of 8 a.m. - 2
a.m. and Sunday between 8 AM - .
12 a.m. will ride free of charge.
Public transportation for disable
residents will also be free Saturday
and Sunday.
"It is free everyone is welcome
to use the system whether they are
here for Howard homecoming or
just want to go around in DC," said
Metro spokesperson Steven Taub.
The last time Metro offered free
rates was Mother's Day 1998,
which was the beginning of another

On the heels of the September 11 th terrorist
attacks and recent U.S. and British air strikes on
Afghanistan, many students on campus feel their
safety is at risk.
Students at universities throughout the
nation's capital have experienced a direct
impact from recent national security and
terrorism issues plaguing the country and its
leaders.
Many students fear that their living in the
Washington DC area leaves them more prone to
any violent attacks terrorists may make on
American soil. Farrah Kimmel, a sophomore
psychology major from Southern California,
said " This is a new experience for everybody in
the country, but it's strange for me because we
are here right in the center of it all. I talked to
my mother at home yesterday and she urged me
to be safe, especially because of the attacks on
Afghanistan."
With DC being tlie home to facets of all three
branches of our government, many students fear

that the University's close proximity to the
Supreme Court, White House, Capitol and other
federal buildings makes them a possible target
for more terrorist attacks.
Also, with talks of continuous air attacks and
other forms of combat on the horizon for the
coming months, rnany Americans and students
alike question the possibility of continuing terrorist attacks· on our ,nation.
Junior Finance major and a native of Oregon,
Randi Brown fears that terrorist retaliation is
inevitable. "Now that we've bombed them over
there, there's no way that they won't retaliate
some way on-A1nerica," said Brown." DC was
already a suspected target on September 11 th and
they [terrorists] did not succeed, but that doesn't
mean they won't try again," she added.
Students fear that the city that houses our
national government and its agencies could easily continue to be a terrorist target.
"There is no way that anyone can say that DC
is not one of the most powerful cities in the
world. This is the place where the country
maintains its traditions and government. Of
course it is always a target for people who don't

like our country and its power," said Melanie
Johnson, a junior history major.
Many also question whether the University
will be prepaned for a mass evacuation, should
tragedy strike the capitol and areas close to the
University. /
"I don't evfn know what to do in a fire drill if
there was a fire on campus, so I wonder if the
school has made plans to deal with any incidents
that rise during this time of uncertainty," said
Johnson.
"Students should know what they are supposed to do in the case of an emergency and the
information should be everywhere for students
to read," Johnson concluded.
While many students throughout the metro
area feel that their safety is in question, some
believe that this city is, at present, one of the
safest places in the U.S.
"I know that the city is functioning at it's
highest level of security, so I am not too concerned about the what ifs. It's the same as flying. Ameri,a should be functioning as usual,"
said Kwamme Fitshara, a freshman English
1
maJor.
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Campus
Check Campus for wrapup of homecoming events.

Salute to the yard,
Ja Rule and Homecoming budgeting.
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By MAKEBRA ANDERSON
Hilltop Staff Writer
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How do you plan
to celebrate this
weekend?

Monica Parker,
Junior, Marketing
"I'm going to a BBQ, the
game, and a movie,"

Comedians filled Cramton Auditorium with laughter
Tuesday, October 10th at the Homecoming 2001 Comedy
Show. With students dancing in the aisles, jokes abundant, and laughs galore, the auditorium was filled to
capacity.
Host Todd Lee and other comedians stopped by Howard
University as a part of the Zilo's "Off the Hook Comedy
Tour." Three comedians took the stage in Cramton with
jokes that made fun of almost every part of life. While
the comedians chosen to perform at fue event were to be
the best on the tour, only two out of the three impressed
the unyielding crowd.
According to Homecoming committee members, this
was the most successful comedy shay; in recent years.
"This was the first year that the comedy show sold out in
a long time and we are very proud that students enjoyed it
so much," said a representative of the V.1.B.E. committee.
The show was moving according to plans until Chris
Thomas, the first mayor of Rap City, hit the stage. About
five minutes into his show, Howard students showered
him with disapproval. He attempted to finish his show,
but students continued to "boo" him until he finally left
the stage.
Students say they booed him because his jokes were the
same as those he used while he on television. "Chris was
so whack that I couldn't help but boo him until somebody
.new came on stage," said Kevin Tinson, freshman Jour-

nalism major.
Some students were embarrassed by the actions of their
colleagues. "I couldn't believe that they booed Chris like
that," said Jonathan Taylor, junior accounting major, "He
.is Howard alumnae and instead of booing him we should
have welcomed him back to his alma mater."
Host Todd Lee 's energy kept the audience laughing all
evening. When there was no laughter, he roused the
crowd and kept the momentum going. ''I think that the
host was the funniest one on stage because two of the
comedians were very dry," said freshman LaToya Simms.
The first comedian was D.C. nativeTony Woods. Some
students found that his humor and reenactments were
inappropriate and out of order, although he received a few
affirming laughs. "At first Woods was funny, but when
he started clowning handicap people I thought it was very
rude," said Tiffany Shoules, a junior marketing major.
Another student was so bored by Woods that he almost
walked out of the show. "The first comedian was not
funny at all because all he did was talk about how he was
trying not to Ile funny," said Jason Thompson, senior
Political Science major.
. Shang, a comedian from BET's Comic View was very
lively as he told jokes, clowned audience members and
performed a poem at the end of his show. He performance was very interactive and he captivated the audience with his raunchy talent.
Students loved him and were very pleased with his performance. "Shang was the best comedian all night," said
senior nursing major, Tracy Stewart, "He was not afraid

to be himself and I really appreciated that."

Greeks Show Best
Moves at Step Show
By Corey Cunningham
Hilltop Staff Writer

Mark Owens,
Junior, Marketing
"I'm playing in the game,"
•

Razi Windom,
Freshman, Radio/TV /Film
"Unfortunately, I have to go
home to attend my high
school's homecoming to pass
on my crown as Miss
Columbia High School"

Photo by Shala Wilson

Annita Bailey,
Freshman, Biology
"I plan on participating in as
many activities as possible,"

Howard University's Greek society
showed their finest in Monday's step
show.
The show featured five Greek letter fraternities and sororities, and a local junior
step team.
Next Level opened with the' talent of
several young ladies of the junior step
team. These little ladies came out with
much attitude and intensity. They displayed excellent coordination for girls of
such a young age. The highlight of their
performance was when the steppers
stepped while sitting on the stage.
The eight judges of the step show were
chosen from the organizations, by the
organizations. The judges judged on creativity. accuracy, and whether the organization stuck with the theme of the show.
As the stage cleared of the Alpha
Omega steppers, the votes of the judges
were tallied and handed in. In the end
the Most Noble Lords of Alpha Phi
Alpha, and the women of Delta Sigma
Theta came out victorious. This is new
win for both of the organizations.
After the youthful steppers warmed the
crowd up, Delta Sigma Theta took the
stage with their rendition of Janet Jackson's rhythm nation. The ladies took the
audience on a ride through the levels of
Deltahood. Dressed in black with red
"19 I 3" printed on' their shirts, they had
the crowd out of their seats with their
blindfolded performance.
Upon the completion of the Delta
Sigma Theta step, one member of the
sorority was surprised on stage by her
boyfriend's proposal.
" I thought the proposal was sweet,"
said Jaida Bendei; junior business major.
Following the proposal, Suede and DJ.
Sixth Sense readied the audience fur the
rest of the show. Suede pitted the three
sections of the audience against each
other, in a contest ofhypeness. ·
Next up after Delta Sigma Theta were
the brothers of Iota Phi Theta. Although

this was not Howard's chapter the
Howard Iotas supported them. The Iota's
performance consisted of a mix of freak
dancing and stepping. The men of Iota
Phi Theta teased the ladies with' their
dance routine, and dazzled the audience
as a whole with their knife act
The ladies of Alpha Kappa Alpha took
to the stage next. The ladies came out
stepping in their finest business wear and
heels. A rising elevator of excellence was
the theme of Alpha Kappa Alpha. The
ladies rose in the elevator, stopping on
each level to explain just what it means
and takes to be a member of Alpha
Kappa Alpha. In the end the .ladies
proved that they are capable women
when their elevator broke and they were
forced to step to the top flooL
" I thought our show was very creative
and humorous. We started with hundreds
of ideas, but everyone loved the elevator
idea It stuck with the shows theme, and
it described us," said Karleen Roy, a stepping_member of Alpha Kappa Alpha.
The ladies of Alpha Kappa Alphas
where followed by their brothers the
Most Noble Lords of Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity. The Alphas stepped out to
Michael Jackson's smooth criminal,
dressed in attire reminiscent of the moonwalker video. The Alphas incorporated
originality and humor into their step to
provide a good show fur the audience.
The last Greek organizations to per'
form were the Brothers of Omega Psi
Phi. The Omegas chose to forego the
lengthy introductions that the others had
presented. The Omegas step, or rather
as they put it, hop show, showed all the
points of Omega stepping. The hop
show feature a mini strip show, as well
as a mini-Omega, who stepped just as
hard as his older counterparts.
The final act on stage was the Alpha
Omega steppers fur Clnist. The young
ladies came out in their purple fatigues, to
signify that they were soldiers for Christ
They let everyone know they were stomping out the devil, and raising the lord.
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Howeyer, his most recent time has been

"The Epicuieans."
·
This comedy is one of the first student-produced works since Howard University student Ken Gamble's "Palco & Hirsch," in
1993.
According to Broussard, the movie's title
stems from the Broussard's zest for Epicurean philosophy. Greek philosopher Epicures believed that happiness could be
achieved through good times surrounded
by friends. His assertion concluded that solitude led to discomfort and that man should
consequently be in constant and fervent pursuit of pleasure surrounded by . those he
loves. This was the philosophy behind the
title ofBroussard's freshman work.
The screenplay was inspired by and is
loosely based on Broussard's friends' lives
and their humorous relationships with

spent making his independent feature film,

women.

By JANELLE ST!ELL
Contributing Writer

Adrian Wilson,
Sophomore, Biology/Pre-med
"Lots and lots of alcohol!"

Last Friday three hundred men and women
stood in line waiting nervously for one thinga part. Lined up to try out for the casting calls
held by DSB Productions for their first feature film, the casting call was larger than
organizers had expected. With over a 300person turnout, the multi-tasking writer, producer and director, Brandon Broussard had
nothing but smiles to offer after the successful turnout of auditions.
A native of Houston, Texas, student entrepreneur Brandon Broussard is a Howard
graduate student studying film and doubles
as the founder of Down South Boys, a self
started entertainment production company.

Monique Marshall,
Freshman, Occupational
Therapy
", "With lots of school spir.it!"

"It's like a male version of HBO's Sex and
the City," said Broussard. "According to the
philosophy of which the film is based on, if
you don't attain pleasure in moderation then
it's not pleasure. I wanted to have a film on
how my friends and I kick it and deal with
dating girls. I wanted a contemporary, dialogue-heavy film similar to Swingers," said
Broussard who not only wrote the screenplay, but also is also producing and directing the film.
The characters are.four men in their twenties, friends living in Washington, DC.
Chase, 'Christian, Damien, and August are
names of Broussard's quartet of characters.
Each of his characters have distinct personalities which all differ. Character development is just one area that Broussard is worki,ng to perfect
"Everything is going along according to

plan! There has been so much support from
everyone. !'contributed to half of the expenses and other investors inc]ude family,
friends, students and even te,achers,"

Broussard said. "Alumni have even helped
out. For example, the contacts at
www.Blackfilm.com, a website that advertises films, were going to charge me $150 per
week for advertising until they discovered
that I was just like them- Howard alumni.
After that I got three weeks of free advertising, It's great to witness th_e unity we continue to have and the connections we make
after attending this university."
The film will be completed on November
14, edited through the months of January and
February,just jn time for the Black Film Festival to be held in Acapulco, Mexico in
June.
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Students Set Different Limits
on Homecoming Spending

-·
I

I
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By DANIELLE MITCHELL
Contributing Writer

This is a service provided by Howard University
Campus Police. This report was compiled by
Campus Editor Jennifer Cummings.
Oct. 7

Adams Bldg.
Unlawful entry

2300 4 th St.
Theft from auto

Bethune Annex
Sick transport
West Campus
Unlocked doors

Burr Gym
Unlawful entry

West Towers basement
Damaged property

Rear East Towers
Discrderly conduct

Bethune Annex
Sick transport

21/J Georgia Ave.
Fire
]91~
St.
Thti't from auto

2216 6 St.
Theft from auto

Oct. 9
· Founders' Library
Damaged auto

th

2300 4 St.
Theft from auto

I

52CW Street
Thd't from auto

Burr Gym
Destruction of property

andall Hall
1eft from auto

Mays Hall
Damaged property

krrGym
lnlawful entry
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on campus events are an internal revenue builder,

'

I

many students and guests will venture off campus for

I

I

activities.

•'''
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Area nightclubs and other venues will be packed to
capacity with students shelling out major cash just for
admittance, In years previous, clubs have charged as
much as $70 and sometimes more for admission. These
prices, however, will not stop long lines from fonning outside some of the areas most popular clubs.
A lot of students are anticipating the arrival of friends

I
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•
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l

•
l

from home and other univers\ties. Junior radio produc-

•''

tion major, Jonathan Brewer, looks forward to showing
friends a good time around town at this weekend's local

'l'

'

\

'

l

• ,

festivities.
However, some students view Homecoming as just

'

'''
'•
'

another event. Although, this faction did not want to be
named or quoted, many students feel that Ho1necoming
gets a little less exciting each year at Howard. To those
students, it is still a regular school week even if there are
more people here. Many also worry that influx of visitors may not equal that of previous years because of recent
fears of flying.
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Meridian Hill Hall
Theft II

'

New York U. students-tum to drugs,
distractions to escape from tragedy

Fine Arts• Lot
Damaged property

2300 4 th St.
Theft from auto

Drinity Gallery
Jyrrm activation

'I

•

2400 4 th St.
Theft auto

'

Of- 8

This year's Homecoming celebration has many students excited for a number of reasons.
One is the arpount of advertising done for this year's
events. "I am very excited about the advertising, said
junior Public Relations major, Genia Wright. "This year
you know what is going on and who is going to be
there," she said. Wright, like most other students, believes
the prices for V.LB.E. 's events are reasonable. While

'

Burr Gym
Lost property

G bling

II

I

Mackey Bldg.
Destruction of property

I
Crton Auditorium

Men's Locker room
Lost property
th

Meridian Hill Hall
False fire alarm

3 rd

•

Annex I
Injured person

Burr Gym
Sick transport

Rear East Towers
Unlawful entry

Reviewing her ATM receipt, freshman English major
Ebony Gibbs calculates how much money she has left to
spend during her first Homecoming weekend after a trip
to the mall, hair salon and the Cramton box office.
"This is my first Homecoming and I want to make it
memorable," Gibbs said. "I've heard about HU Homecoming since I was I 1 and now that I'm finally here, I'm
going to make it worth every penny."
Gibbs expects to spend $150 for ail Homecoming
expenses, slightly higher than the $60 1nost students say
they buck for clothes, parties, events and other Ho1necoming festivities. Others students like senior Cicely
Moore has already soared over that limit on the step show
tickets and other events.
According to Moore, this amount does not include new
clothes or any other activities, such as the club events and
parties that many frequent during this annual week of celebratory activities,
Thousands of visitors are expected to venture from far
and near to participate in this weekend's events.
Annually, Homecoming is one of the most anticipated events for students, alurnni, faculty, friends, area residents and others. Many come from as far as the west coast
to the University to spot celebrities perfonning at scheduled events.
Today's Yardfest is expected to be one of Homecoming's heavily attended events.
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By LYDIA

SARGENT

(U-WIRE) NEW YORK - On Sept. 12 New York
University junior Matt Passel felt the need to ~scape the
pressures of the events that had occureci the day before.
Physically and emotionally, he removed himself from the
city,
Passel said he went home to Long Island, N.Y., where
he drank "plenty of alcohol."
"[It] helps you escape everything," he said.
Passel wasn't alone. Many NYU students felt the need
to escape the tragedy surrounding them,
Senior Rebekka Eckhaus,
Steinhardt School of Education student, said she would
have done anything to take
her mind off of what had
happened, Eckhaus said she
distracted herself by "going

Bethune Annex Lot
Theft from auto
Douglas Hall
False fire alarm

'

was "an alcoholic before Sept. 11 and an alcoholic after
Sept. I I."
Adam S., a junior in Stern School of Business, said he
"smoked a lot of weed" that day. ft.dam said it was easier to turn off the TV and "not think about it."
Freshman Richard Opler said his bad habit was the tele-

I
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'
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'
'
v1s1on.

'

'
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"I watched the news until I got upset, anxious,
depressed and angry. Eventually the anxiety got to me and
I stopped watching the news," he said.
On the other hand, Laura Facusse, a sophomore in the
General Studies Program,
said she was "addicted to

''

•

'
'

'''
'
'

'
'

'
'

news. "

'

"I wanted to watch TV to
feel better," Facusse said.
Cassandra Olsen, a freshman
in
Steinhardt,
expressed a different reaction, saying after the attacks
she lost her appetite.
Grayson said it is "certainly normal" for people to
have different reactions following a traumatic event,
including sleep disorders, anxiety, fears for safety, nightmares and recurring images.
"For most people reactions start to subside within a few
weeks," Grayson said.
Grayson recommended students seek counseling if
their reactions to the attacks are still very strong and fail
to subside after.a few weeks.
People across the nation dealt with the events of Sept.
I I in different ways, and NYU students were creative in
their endeavors. The danger, Grayson said, is dealing with
the events in harmful ways.
"I think students are less set in ways and are therefore
more likely to experiment, and that could include
unhealthy ways to deal with stress," Grayson said.

•

Washington Square News
(New York U.)

Sharing Our
'Rainbow of Light 'V

out a lot."

Jason S., a senior in CAS,
said after the attacks he
wanted to hide or disappear.
"I got alcohol and drank into the night; I didn't keep
my mind on it," Jason said.
Dr. Paul Grayson, director ofNYU counseling services,
said, "Unfortunately whenever bad things happen some
people tum to alcohol and drugs as a way to self-med-

'

''BUILDING THE BELOVED COMMUNITY''
A Faith~based Conference Celebrating Gay,
Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender Persons and Their Families

icate."

Grayson said the danger inherent in self-medicating is
that what is supposed to serve as temporary relief can
actually end up as a serious problem,
. "What you're doing to make [things] better only leads
•
to further problems, which could affect studies, relationships," Grayson said.
Many students reported a continuation of and not
necessarily an increase in those habits. Passel said he

Thursday, November 1- 7:00 - 9:00 PM
Friday, November 2 - · 8:00 AM - 12:45 PM
National City Christian Church (5 Thomas Circle)
•

Thursday Keynote Address:
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Keith Boykin

I
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Participants include: Inner Light Voices of Praise, MCC-DC Gospel Choir, Faith
Temple Choir and the Temple Micah Choir, Rev. Kelly Brown Douglas, Bishop
Rainey Cheeks, Earl Fowlkes, Jannette Williams, plus many more.
I
I

t

'
' t

'
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Workshops on Friday include: The Black Church and Sexuality, Holy Unions,
Coming Out To Your Community, GLBT Youth, Transgender Lives and others.
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A place for sharing. Meets every 3rd Thursday of the month from
7-9 p.m. at SMYAL (410 7th Street, S.E.). Next meeting: Oct. 18.

Registration cost is $25 for both days before October 22 ($30 after) and $15 for
one day. Friday breakfast is included with registration.
For registration information contact: SOROL, PO BOX 33514, Washington, DC
20033, SOROL@aol.com or Rev. Steven Baines at 202/467-2377.
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understanding,

Sponsors
AdatShalom
Affirmation/Family Fellowship
All Souls Church/ Interweave
Always Our Children
Am Kolel High Holy Days
Augustana Lutheran Church
BLAGOSAH - Howard Unlverity
Celebration of the Spirit Coalition
Clarendon Presbyterian Church
Congregation Bet Mishpachah
Dignity Washington
Dumbarton UMC
Fajth Temple
Foundry UMC
Gay, Lesbian & Affirming Disciples
Inner Light Unity Fellowship Church
Interfaith Fairness Coalition of MD
Interweave Capital Area Chapter

Integrity
Luiher Place Memorial Church
Lutheran Lesbian & Gay Ministries
MCC-DC
MCC • Northern Virginia
Mid-Atlantic Affirmation
More Light Presbyterians
National City Christian Church
PFLAG Metro DC
People For the American Way
Sl Margaret's Episcopal Church
St Thomas Episcopal Church
Telos Ministries
Temple Micah
Temple Shalom
UCC Parents of Lesbians/Gays
Westminster Presbyterian Church
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After several months of planning, the University has negotiated a new photocopier

; August-September, and we are pleased to announce that the system is up and running
1
in all libraries.
'

'

'

'

I

! It is our foremost desire to provide our users with the best facilities, equipment and
'.

services. We hope that the new photocopiers will meet your standards of service and
performance. We further ask for your patience as we continue to fine-tune the system.

I

· Highlights of the new copier service:
'
lo Duplexing (2-sided copying) is now available at many locations
o Cost of original VendCards, with $0.70 worth of .copying value, is $1.00 (add
value up to $20.00)
l
o Cost of copying with VendCards: $0.13/copy
o Cost of copying with coin: $0.15/copy
o Dedicated on-site technician for prompt service
o Distribution of blank complimentary VendCards (schedule TBA)
'
o More VendCards dispensing machines

I

l

'

We realize that a number of students, faculty and other users still hold VendCards from
Xerox (the former contractor) with some balances. Unfortunately, these cards are not
valid for use with the new copier system and the University is completing negotiations
to compensate our patrons in such cases. YOU ARE ADVISED TO HOLD ON TO
YOUR XEROX CARDS UNTIL ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE.
'

'

.

Departments who purchased a group of VendCards should retain their cards, along
with· Purchase Order(s) and/ or Requisition Number(s). Users who encounter personal
emergencies and have urgent need for use of the card value on their invalid Xerox
VendCards should contact the following persons for assistance:
'

'

o Health Sciences Library: Ms. Cynthia ·studevent-Rivers, 884-1730
o ·Law Library: Ms. Helane Davis, 806-8040
o All other libraries (Founders/UGL; Branches): Mrs. Laura_Diallo, 806-7274
'

We sincerely hope that you will find this information useful. Please, remember that we
are continually working to provide you with the best possible service.
Management, University Library System

1
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U. South Florida Faculty Members Metro Embarks on a
Concerned About Academic Freedom

I

Free Fare Weekend

By Kevin Graham

The Oracle (U. South Florida)
(U-WIRE) TAMPA, Fla. - Professor Sarni AlArian said Tuesday that no one from the University of
South Florida has been in contact with him to say
when he'll be allowed back into the classroom.
Al-Arian was placed on paid leave more than a
week ago after an appearance on Fox's The O'Reilly
Factor Sept. 26.
And USF faculty leaders are meeting Wednesday
and Thursday to make sure the reason President Judy
Genshaft placed Al-Arian on leave had nothing to do
with what he said.
"The faculty union feels (academic freedom) is
threal~ned in the case of Sarni Al-Arian," said Professor Nancy Jane Tyson, past president for the Faculty
Senale.
Tyson said what has faculty members worried about
freedom is something Genshaft said during a Sept. 28
newl conference about Al-Arian.
Genshaft was quoted in The Tampa Tribune as saying !f Al-Arian, "Should he violate this requirement,
we !hall take the strongest possible action. This is not
abqit freedom of speech. This is not about academic
fre<flom. This is about the safety of our campus."
41-Arian said he thought he was going on the show
to jtlk about the World and Islam Studies Enterprise
- , defunct think tank that was once housed at the
unversity. Instead, host Bill O'Reilly ripped into AlA,;an about Ramadan Abdullah Shallah, who once
wrked with WISE, and in a short time after leaving
U/F, emerged as leader of the Islamic Jihad militant
g~up.
The show prompted telephone calls and e-mails
f1m parents and students concerned about possible
t/rorist activities at USF. Genshaft said at the news
onference Sept. 28 that Al-Arian's comments were
ls personal views.
"I want to make it clear that Dr. Al-Arian does not
teak for the university on these issues, and it is incor/CI

to suggest his ¥iews represent USF in any fash-

/n," she said. "His views are his own."

' The administration said Al-Arian was removed
1
0m the classroom because of safety issues - he
;ceived at least one death threat after the O'Reilly
. ~terview.
Al-Arian said Tuesday that he wasn't consulted
,bout whether he should be placed on paid leave, but
1e understood the decision.
He wouldn't comment further on the investigation
ntil he receives more information from the university.

I-ie said in a guest column published in Monday's
bracle that the producer for The O'Reilly Factor said
Al-Arian was to speak about WISE's relationship with
USF and the controversy surrounding it.
"I also told her that although I was on the faculty of

USF, I'd like to be introduced as chairman
of the coali•
lion that was established to defend civil rights and
political freedom," he wrote.
Instead, the title given to Al-Arian by O'Reilly was
USF professor.
"He was rather unjustly accused of representing the
university when it wasn't really his intent to do that,"
Tyson said. "So I thought those charges were a little
harsh of the administration against him."
Tyson said that at a university as complex as USF,
she doesn't expect for one person to represent the
views of everyone. And she wants the administration
to be "a little more open with the n1edia" when it
comes to discussing Al-Arian.
"I'm not sure I want them to go to the lengths of
going to the O'Reilly show," Tyson said:
Sara Mandell, a religious studies professor, said ·
anytime a faculty member offers his opinion, he is
speaking for himself. She added that while the Faculty
Senate speaks on academic issues, it does not speak
for the faculty on personal or political issues.
"I'm personally very concerned by the statements
that wen; made on O'Reilly." Mandell said. "I realJ.y
don't know how (Genshaft) is doing ... I'm not hedging -

From Al
To advertise this new promotion metro is making announce-

ments on the nightly news and
metro workers are passing out a
special brochure to passengers.
This whole campaign will cost
metro $600,000, and the tab will
be picked up by subsidies from
surrounding jurisdictions like
Arlington County who pay metro
for the services provided at the
end of each fiscal year said Taub.
This free fare weekend means
that Howard students will have

ism major. "We already have one
of the better transportation systems, I think this just makes it
that much better."
A major concern for some students is the safety of the metro. ,
Even though metro h~ a new promotion, many students who ride
the metro still fuel a lack of safety.
"I'm still concerned about the
safety on metro anybody can
bring a weapon or a bomb or anything on a train there is little

another outlet to get around for
the busy Homecoming weekend
that officially began Oct 5th •
Club goers now have the option
of avoiding traffic by leaving their
cars parked and taking the mytro to
the downtown hotspots until 2 am
in the morning.
Some students were surprised
to learn that Metro was having
this campaign.
"I ride the metro regularly and
I didn't know they were having
this weekend promotion," said
Ryan Fox, a sophomore journal-

security on trains across the

nation." Fox said.

Homecoming Still Alive for
Alumni Despite Tragedy

I haven't come to a decision. Where do we draw

a line with civil liberties? It's different in a time of
peace."

Mandell said when former president Betty Castor
dealt with the FBl's investigation into USF, WISE and
Al-Arian, there had not been an attack on U.S. soil.
"I don't know what you do in such a circumstance ...
I feel sorry for President Genshaft," Mandell said.
Clare Hite, an elementary education professor for
the Lakeland campus, said she thinks Genshaft has
done a good job handling the situation.
And as far as wanting more answers, "We're so

removed from a lot of what's going on (on the Tampa
campus), that my students don't even bring it up at
all," Hite said.
Liz Larkin, a professor at the Sarasota campus, .
agreed with Hite that her students don't care about the
details of Al-Arian's case.
"They aren't talking about President Genshaft,"
Larkin said.
But answers from Genshaft are very much a priority
for Professor Roy Weatherford, president for USF's
chapter of the faculty union, United Faculty of Florida.
He said the faculty union is meeting Thursday with
Genshaft to talk about how Al-Arian's case affects the
future of academic freedom.
"No law and no constitutional provision protects

academic freedom," Weatherford said. "But the only
place where it's written down and has legal standing,
is in the contract."

'

Weatherford said Genshaft called him before plac-

From Al
"We want to keep alumni coming back to the university, we have programs like students tours to encourage
alumni student'relationships," Abrams said. 'Tus will also give the alumni a new sense of Howard spirit."
The kick-off of alumni homecoming started with a School of Education reception on yesterday.
ing Al-Arian on leave to make sure her doing so was
legal. He said it was. Weatherford said it is clear that
the president can speak on behalf of the university.
"As far as I know, Professor Al-Arian didn't make
any affirmative efforts to speak for the university or
perceive that he was speaking for the university," he
said.
According to the American Association of University Professors' statement on principles on academic
freedom, "When they (professors) speak or write as
citizens, they should be free from institutional censorship or discipline, but their special position in the
community imposes special obligations. As scholars
and educational officers, ihey should remember that
the public may judge their profession and their institution by their utterances. Hence, they should at all
times be accurate, should exercise appropriate
restraint, should show respect for the opinions of others, and should make every effort to indicate that they
are not speaking for the institution."
One of the things Weatherford will discuss with Genshaft Thursday is whether professors must give disclaimers before speaking at engagements not sponsored
by USF, saying they do not represent the university.
"We'll put down in writing what this amounts to,"
Weatherford said.

He said the union will also speak to Genshaft about
the technicality of Al-Arian's leave. Weatherford said
it's not meant to be a disciplinary action.
"We want to make sure that distinction is main-

tained," he said.
Weatherford said the faculty union supports the university. And he said the union and university will be
responsible in affirming and guaranteeing academic
freedom at USF.
"The university's reputation was made by our activities ... and its reputation is our reputation," Weather-

ford said. "We intend to defend its reputation from the
left and the right."
While academic freedom is essential, it's also

.important to keep instructors in the classroom, said
Harry E. Vanden, a government and international
affairs professor.
"We must not let the terrorists disrupt our jobs," he
said. "By terrorists, I also mean those who would
threaten faculty members and threaten to place bombs
in different offices."
Professor Jack Moore said Genshaft should have
asked the faculty what they thought about placing AlArian on paid leave. He sent a letter to the president
telling her he was concerned about the way she handled things.
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THE CURE FOR A
SHAKY MARKET?
A SOLID ·FOUNDATION.

IS PA YING FOR COLLEGE A CHALLENGE?
Let the U.S. Coast Guard help you
achieve _your goals. By enrolling in
this program you'll train to become a
commissioned officer, while the
Coast Guard pays for your college
tuition. Everyday in the Coast Guard
you'll use your special training to
enforce the law, protect property and
even save lives. You'll be depended
on for sound judgement and professional performance, while developing
the physical and mental preparedness
to excel in life. Call to find out about
the exciting opportunities awaiting for
you in the Coast Guard.

.

·\Vhen .the rT1arKet makes seismic shifts, seek cover. For over 80 years,
. 'f!/\A-QRF,F _!las been helping people invest intelligently, using :01v-cost, ·
\r,1no,. -·.·te_
r.m' ;,,vest1•1e•1~ ,~ratc:n•es
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' TIAA-CREF.org or call 1.800.842.2776

Eligibility

'

•

U.S. Citizen.

•

Sophomo,es and Juniors in 4-year degree programs al an
HBCU, HACU or other approved institution,
Maintain minimum 2'.5 GPA.
Be betwilen 21 and 26 years old at the time of graduation.

'
•
•

PLUS
• $1800 monthly salary.
• Books and Fees.
• Leadership training .

•

CALL TODAY

1-Sn-NOW-USCG
ext1788
College Stude
Pre-CorTlmissioning ln1tiativei

JOBSTHATMAT·TER

•
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BOOKBAGS, TOTE BAGS, BACK PACKS, ETC. WILL NOT BE PERMITTED
IN GREENE STADIUM. ALSO, NO BOTTLES, CANS, COOLERS OR ALCOHOL

'

.HOMECOMING
••

12 NOON, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13@ GREENE STADIUM

••

HOWARD UNIVERSITY vs. Benedict College
STUDENTS WITH ''CAPSTONE CARDS'' MAY PICK UP A FREE TICKET
AT CRAMTON AUDITORIUM LOWER LEVEL
THROUGH TODAY, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 12, FROM 11 AM TO 6 PM
(WHILE SUPPLIES LAST ..•...••)
- NO FREE STUDENT TICKETS ON DAY OF GAME I

Senior free safety Keith Webber was selected the Defensive MVP las

•

•

BOOKBAGS, TOTE BAGS, BACK PACKS, ETC.
WILL NOT BE PERMITTED IN GREENE STADIUM

WOMEN'S SOCCER
NEXT HOME GAME vs. Youngstown
6:30PM, Tuesday, Oct. 16 @ GREENE
CONGRATULATIONS TO WOMEN'S SOCCER

GOOD LUCK TO MEN'S SOCCER! !

FOR THEIR 7 WINS SO FAR THIS YEAR!

@ Florida Atlantic and
CONGRATULATIONS ON THEIR 2 WINS!

•

BEST WISHES TO:
•

WOMEN & MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
@ U. of Maryland tomorrow !!
'

BEST WISHES TO:

•
@ THE MEAC ROUND-UP in Norfolk, October 19-21

•

· BEST WISHES TO:

•

MEN & WOMEN @ South Carolina lnt'l, Oct. 19 - 21

■

•

NEXT FRIDAY, OCT 19, 10:30PM
Divi$ion of Student Affairs

October 2001

'

.J

•

•

,,,
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hat the Media Hasn't Done
he last month has been one of the most ca has been the mass media's main purpose, to
educational in American history. Peo- provide both sides of the story so that the pub.
pie, who did not know exactly what lic can make its own decision.
It is common sense that the government would
st_ate New Orleans was in, can now give the
exact longitude and latitude of several hostile need to disseminate propaganda to drum up public support, but when did the
Middle Eastern countries.
media become the vehicle
People who wouldn't have
through which this onerecognized Dick Cheney if
sided message would be
he was standing next to them
conveyed? Commercials
in the supermarket checkout
like Channel Seven's, where
line, can now pick put the
The media has not
several Americans are
leaders of several foreign
served its purposed
repeating the pledge of allecountries, and terrorist cells
as balanced
giance, have no place in an
from grainy thumbnail picobjective news medium.
tures. All of this newfound
information givers.
Americans would be better
knowledge can be traced
served an explanation of
back to o_ne source, the
some of America's terrorAmerican mass media.
For better or worse the mass media has bom- ist-like activities in foreign countries, especialbarded Americans with repeated images of ly an explanation of why they support Israel's
Osama bin Laden, and Mohammed Atta stories occupation of Palestinian lands. Why do some
of just how the pulled of the terrible terrorist many other countries hate America, and how
attack of September 11 th . Unfortunately, what will this new war affect our world image?
the media has failed to provide the public with Answers to these questions would help Ameris a concise thorough explanation of why these icans much more than the media's appeal to the
two men would commit these acts. Lost among blind patriotism rampant in this country. It is
the media's rush to prove their love of Ameri- time for the media to really do its job.

Our View

•

hose great idea was it to pass out no bags, bookbags, backpacks or briefcases
those flyers on campus alerting stu- will be allowed on campus? Here is a reason
dents faculty and staff of the height- why that is a dumb idea: STUDENTS HAVE
ened security on campus during yard fest Fri- TO GO TO CLASS!!! Tell us you are not saying students cannot walk
day? Whoever it was it was a
across the yard with bookbad one. Here is why.
bags to get to class Friday.
Yardfest. Homecoming.
Are students not supposed to
Thousands of people are going
go to class?
to be 0n the yard Friday. This
Making sure the
For all the people who are
homecoming has been advercampus is safe is
going to be catching the bus
tised on the radio more than
frequently, which means that
important, but some here with their pocket books
and bags, will they be turned
people from the area will be
of your demands
around?
coming to see people like
There is no problem with
DMX and Luke, who are supmake no sense.
making sure the campus is
posed to be here.
safe. There is no problem with
With that said, why can
there be no bottles, cans or coolers on campus? checking people's bags if they are suspected of any
Are there not going to be any vendors selling crimes or anything. The Hilltop is not against havfood to the hungry alumni, students, staff and ing the campus safe. Some of the items on the flyer
faculty? Furthermore, why did the flyer say that passed looks like it was badly thought out.

!
I

What's Your Opinion?
e encourage our readers to write letters to the Editor. Tell us what you
think about the paper and its contents. We strive to produce a quality
weekly with news pages that are devoid of slant or personal bias. Please
address all letters or comments to The Hilltop, 2251 Sherman Ave., NW,
Washington DC, 20001. You can also e-mail us at thehilltop@hotmail.com
The Hilltop. Be Heard.

Our View:

LTOP
THE NATIONS LARGEST HBCU NEWSPAPER

T. SMITH
Contributing Editor
JASON

JAMAL 0. POPE
SHANNON WASHINGTON
PAGE DESIGNER

BRAKKTON BOOKER
JENNIFER CUMMINGS
CAMPUS EDITORS

ANTUUAN JACKSON
ILLUSTRATOR

JONATHAN C SIMS
LIFE & STYLE/CALENDAR
EDITOR

MELANIE NESBITT
VINCE SMITH
CRYSTAL ANDERSON
PHOTOGRAPHERS

ALLEN POWELL II
SPORTS EDITOR

•

•

•

Although all of these corporations and their
n the wake of September 11th and the wave
of patriotism that followed, many of the product advertisements bleed patriotism, only a
nation's corporations have distastefully used few noble companies have offered to donate a
the country's recent tragedy to make a dollar. portion of profits made since September 11th to
From television commaercials to newspaper relief efforts in New York and across the nation.
advertisements, the nation's largest companies Americans should not be surprised with big
and their advertisers have played on the recent business' goals to increase quarterly earnings in
vain under the name of the
national sentiments of mourning
patriotism.
and patriotism in efforts to
increase consumer spending.
As our economy continues
While their goals to increase
to head towards the sketchy,
profits during this time of
gray area that financial and
national strife and emergency
economic analysts dread, our
It
is
an
insult
to
are explained as being delination can only expect more
American people for of these psuedo-patriotic
cately linked to investors and
stockholders, American citiadverstisements.
advertisers to be
zens and consumers must
However, even small, priexploiting these
understand that this misuse of
vately owned businesses are
terrorists acts.
a national sentiment is based
profiting from the 11 th's
on greed.
events and related sentiA large percentage of the
ments. On corners throughnation's top fifty companies have chosen to strate- out cities nationwide, independent vendors sell
gically package and sell their products with patri- everything from flags to red, white and blue
otism used as the marketing ploy. Commercials boxers, all in attempts make money.
Before we believe that car companies really
featuring diverse children holding hands with the
old American red, white and blue streaming shad- want us to buy cars in order to "keep America
owy against the fme print of sales ads and small rolling," as one car company suggests, we must
print, are used as just another way to sell cars, understand that even in wartime the manufacclothes, food, and other products.
turers of products hold cash as king.

Our View:

DIAHANN DOYEN
BUSINESS MANAGER

MONICA BARABARA
ENGAGE EDITOR

0LANIKE BELLO
ASSISTANT BUSINESS
MANAGER

AKILAH BELL
ONLINE EDITOR

ERNEST SCOTT
ADVERTISING MANAGER

JAMAL POPE
WEB ASSISTANT
SHALA WILSON
PHOTO EDITOR
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MELISSA C. HORN
ADVERTISING LAYOUT
MANAGER
DENISE CORBETT
OFFICE MANAGER

Now in its 77th year, The Hilltop is written and produced every Tuesday and Friday by
the students of Howard University. With a readership of more than 10,000 students and
community members, tbe Hilltop is the largest black collegiate newspaper in the nation.
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page are the views of the The Hilltop Editorial
Board and do not directly reflect the opinion of Howard University, its Administration,
individual Hilltop Policy Board members, or the student body. The opinions expressed on
the Perspectives page are those of the writers and do not represent the view of the Editorial
Board.
·
The Hilltop encourages you to share your opinions on articles published in the newspaper.
The Hilltop Editorial Board reserves the right to edit letters for space and grammatical
errors. All letters should be typed, signed and include a complete address and telephone
number. Please send letters to: 2251 Sherman Ave., NW, Washington, D.C. 20001.
Questions, comments and letters can also be sent via email to: thehilltop@hotmail.com.
The deadline to submit ads to the paper is the Friday preceding publication.The
advertising department can be reached at (202) 806-4749. The editor can be reached at
(202) 806-4748.
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THE REEMERGENCE OF THE REVOLUTIONARY SPIRIT OF YOUNG ACTIVISTS
'

Members of Generation X or Generation revolutionary", asserted Liz Butler, an activist aroun9 the world. Can and will this next generation that has had the privilege of growing up
Next, as this young group is often identified, are who was in Seattle.
The protestors took to the streets in 1999 and in a technological society with a relatively
often described as having microwave mentalities. Young people 18-35 years old are many almost shut down WTO meetings in protest of robust economy transition to be more politicaltiIPes labeled, computer junkies or corporate corporate globalization, a big buzzword in the ly minded or even more radical like activists
climbers. This generation is not always associ- new world economy. An umbrella group called Gloria Steinem, Martin Luther King, Jr., Angela
the Mobilization for Global Justiee (MGJ) facil- Davis, or John Lennon?
ated with protests or radical action.
It appears that the l 960's and l 970's marked
For the television news media and those who itates these protest activities for various envirely on it for their information, it was in Seat- ronmental,labor, civil, andhuman·rights groups. the last era of radical young activism. The
The World Bank is the world's largest source 1960's are remembered as a decade of rebellion.
tle, during November of 1999, when the American public were re-introduced to the revolu- of development assistance, providing nearly It seemed every young person was taking a
tionary spirit of radical young, American $16 billion in loans annually to its client coun- stand. Young people across the U.S. and the
were speaking out and collectively orgaprotestors·. What made them appear so radi- tries. Its mission is to fight poverty. The IMF is world
..
cal ?-the tear gas, the numbers, and the mass an international organization of 183 member n1z1ng.
The l 960's was certainly a different era: Gloarrests. The object of their frustration in 1999 countries, established to promote international
was the World Trade Organization (WTO) meet- monetary cooperation and exchange stability. · ria Steinem became active politically in 1969 as
•
This new American youth movement, a bit an advocate for women in their struggle for
1ngs.
Thousands of police officers and 200 Nation· more di verse than Ambrose describes, is not equality; The Black Panther party, an Africanal Guard troops arrested more than 400 of the alone in the realm of activism. Young adults American militant political organization, was
50,000 protestofs, primarily young people, who make up a big percentage of the population in founded in 1966; The Chicago Seven, political
radicals, were accused of conspiring to incite
attempted to block the delegates from getting to the Middle East.
About 70% of people in that region today are riots during the Democratic National Conventhe meetings. Such radical actions by young
adults are often seen amidst tensions in other 25 years old and under. Americans often see the tion in Chicago, 1968; Students for a Democregions of the world, not right here on Ameri- images of these youths, as young as 10 years old, ratic Society were founded in 1960, claiming to
taking up arms, and demonstrating against polit- be the institutional mainstay of the New Left;
can soil.
And Woodstock was held in 1969.
Conversations with three members of this ical policies.
The 1980's and 1990's, during which the
In the wake of the terrorist bombings on
movement provided insight on this new activism
among America's young adults. "The coming American soil, horrified Americans are won- majority of this generation grew up, did not see
'
as what was seen in the
together of all sorts of student movements say- dering if their young people are up to the chal- such collective activism
ing and uniting was what made it [Seattle] so lenge of continuing America's political efforts 1960's or even the l 970's. "In the sixties they

~

were rebelling against a generally conceived
sense of social constriction, of arbitrary and
narrow rules of social behavior. I think that's
less the case now and instead the rebelling is
largely fueled by a rejection of the control of •
the media and advertising", Ambrose. Thepolitical climate of thel960 's gave young
adults the fuel to jump-start their revolutionary
spirit. Issues like apartheid, communism, the
ci vii rights movement, and even controversial .
U.S. action like the Vietnam War were some of,
the sparks that ignited many of the activis(
movements.
If young adults are not going into public service as a profession, the natural assumption is
that they are finding other ways to express their
political views.
As the country prepares for war, the reemer- _,
1
gence of the revolutionary spirit among Amer- '.
ica's youth may shift from the direction it was :'.
"
heading prior the terrorist attacks. Times of war::
can bring a country together and help to rede- •fine the patriotic spirit of its citizens. But it emf '.
also enable individuals to speak out and orga!
nize. Ambrose thinks the direction of the shift' '
will be greatly impacted by the actions of the ',;'
current administration.
'
,_

Cleve Mesidor is an alumnus of Howard
Universitys Graduate School.
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Josef Sawyer

WHAT THE**** DID You ·sAY?
•

It is the most powerful word in the English language ~o
powerful it has multiple connotations everywhere. Just
the mere utterance of this word can either get you beat
down or bring respect. It can mean so many different
things depending on where you are from and the company you keep. You don't use this word around your parents but we are all grown here so it's okay. You hear it
hundreds of times a day just walking on campus so much
you have become immune to the word. Not to many people know exactly where the word came from and how it
became so popular.
"I think it came from slaves misinterpreting English
expressions, my mother once told me there was a slave
trader named Foch that all the slaves were afraid of and
when they would see him coming they would yell Foch!"

sex out of wedlock during this bleak era. Those caught
bumping and grinding were arrested and punished. The
formal title of their crime was Unlawful Carnal Knowledge .. For instance, if Joe Blow got caught with Jane Doe
they would be arrested For Unlawful Carnal Knowledge.
When rape or molestation charges were documented, it
was recorded as Forced Unlawful Carnal Knowledge.
Rapist and child molesters would often times have to wear
a sign stating their crime around their neck to warn others. After a period, these long-winded phrases were shortened to the four-letter word we use so freely today and
the rest is history.

Kenni-Ann Walker a junior architecture major said.
"To me it means raw passionate mechanical and phys-

Fornication Under Charles the King
Fornication Under Crown of the King
Fornication Under Christ, the King
For Unlawful Carnal Knowledge
Forced Unlawful Carnal Knowledge

ical sex," Weafue Saab a sophomore biology major said.
I am here to set the record straight on the "F word." This
word did not naturally progress through the English language. The word originated in England during a time
when the king had his hand in all sexual matters. Anyone who wanted to have children needed the kings permission and had to hang a sign outside their door to let
others know their intentions. The sign read Fornication
Under Consent of the King. It was also a crime to have
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Josef Sawyer is a sophomore print journalism major from
Ellicott City, Maryland. He can be reached at
sheikhblack@aol.com.
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Dear Hilltop,
I was rather offended by the ignorant illustration by Antijuan Jackson in the 10/9/01 issue of the Hilltop. In the
illustration, Antijuan insulted DC culture by mocking our
way of dressing, music, and speech. Not to mention, the
caption or statement by the guy in the picture was_flat out
stupid and insulting to me or any other DC native's intelligence.
Apparently Antijuan is extremely immature and too ignorant to realize.that the DC culture is unique and different,
which is not necessarily a baa thing. Nobody from DC

PLEASE NOTE:

is a guest in their own hometown. So, if Antijuan has
something to say about any person from DC who doesn't
attend Howard, he should stop being a 'COWARD and say
it to them personally. Otherwise, stop making foul comments or unhilarious jokes in a paper that is not likely to
be seen by these people. The same way that people from
out of town bring their family and friends to Howard's
homecoming, we have a right to come to the homecoming along with our family and friends also. By the way,
not all "locals" are too stupid to attend college. Some of
us pay tuition here too, you know???
Maurice Robb, third year architecture student ftvm DC

The views expressed on the
Perspective pages of The Hilltop are
the opinions of the authors names above
'them They do not reflect the views of
.' ,.
•

•
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they would talk to you as their equal, as an
adult. I can say unequivocally that have
experienced this "Meridian Hill Love", not
You know that sign on Campus that reads
just from my fellow Meridian peeps, but
"Welcome Home"? Why does that phrase no
from the past Graduate Assistants: Oyahki
longer hold true for many students? ~ am now
Omoike, Yolanda Ginn, Beverly Scott and
an upperclassman and I should be able see the
Kevin Anderson. All of these GAs had a very
connection between that phrase and Howard ·
clear understanding that not only was the dorUniversity. Before coming to Howard, as well
mitory experience to be conducive to studyas after arriving here, all I heard about was
ing, but it was a place to grow socially. It was
how fun it was to live in Meridian Hill.
also understood that everyone here was an
Although the dorm never gets the same attenadult and everyone was treated as such.
tion as other dorms in the care department
BUT THIS YEAR, Good 'OLE Meridian
from the Residence Life Office, we at the Hill
have always been a resilient bunch. Friends Hill just doesn't feel like home anymore.
and family spoke highly of the Community Since the beginning of this semester, there
Director Samuel Avor and the front desk have only been two of six elevators that barestaff, Ms. Fennell, Ms. French and Ms. Bat- ly work servicing the dormitory. This would
tle. But, the one group that everyone raved be ok if there weren't some 600 residents all
about was the approachable, caring, under- trying to use it at the same time. One elevastanding and fun-loving Graduate Assistants tor bounces up and down extremely hard
and Resident Assistants. They would always before stopping at each floor. What, is the
administration in its usual reactive attitude,
listen to you, the student, the resident. They
would listen to any concerns or suggestions instead of being proactive, waiting.for somefor dorm activities to keep Meridian just as one to DIE before they decide that something
fun to live in as it has always been. Never needs to be done.
Meridian has the WORST visitation hours
would a Meridian Hill GA or RA berate a.resident or staff member in public. Never would of any dorm. I understand that we have
a Meridian Hill GA talk at you, but instead freshman in the dorm, but we are in college

Dear Hilltop,

'

,

1

and Meridian has historically been an upperclassman dorm. One a.m. is way too early for
visitation to end. The freshman dorms have
longer visitation than we do. Are we just to
be treated as adults only when the.University feels it is warranted? We are all adults and
need to be trusted to make well-informed
decisions.
However, what bothers me the most is the
rapport that our current male GA has with the
RAs, the residents, and the front' desk staff.
It has been directly responsible for turning
Meridian from a fun dorm, full of life, to a
place that most residents dread coming back
to (notice I didn't say "come home to"). Is it
possible that he could try listening to the residents and the RAs, instead of imposing his
will like a tyrant? He needs to understand that
this is the Mecca, not Michigan. Things at
Howard are handled differently, you cannot be
the new kid on the block and think that you
can move in, take over and expect people to
roll over. No, no not here at the Mecca. He
has no love for Howard tradition or Meridian tradition, not once has he been seen wear. ing HU nalia. What he seems to have lost in
his blind!less of having a job title is that this
is our home, we are real BISONS. He is just

outside. This is ridiculous. He continually ·
threatens to fire people, which he has no "''
I 1,
power to do. Last year, students were
allowed to park in the back parking lot as ·r,
tation, "there's a new sheriff in town". Has
Meridian been so badly managed in the past, long as they were out by 7 am. This year, he '':
has had cars towed, which he has no author- ,;'
tha.t he is the savior?
He has even insulted the two people that ity to do. It is 2am and he has the audacity .
have been the backbone of Meridian, the two to have cars towed, which he dee~s are ille- ,j
people that residents go to when Mr. Avor gaily parked. From my understanding a ..
cannot be found. He insulted their 25 years couple of Meridian students took it upon "'.
of experience by with the idea that because themselves to paint parking lines in the back•
he is ·here, things are going to change. This lot last year so as to provide ample parking ,
implies that the ways of over two decades of spaces. Truth be told the only people autho- 1•
rized to park in the lot are housekeeping, ,~
experience are ineffi_cient. Being in a position of authority is a great thing, but only if maintenance, and Mr. Avor. If he is doing ',
you understand how to use your authority. A such great things, then why is there such •,,1
leader understands that without those in posi- strife here in Meridian Hill Hall. If his lead- '
tions under him, he cannot be successful. ership ability is so great, then why is it so ·:,
Being a leader also means that you adhere to hard for him to accept that other people may .
those same rules that you implemented. If have an op.inion.I know we have a Dorm ,.,.'
you say not to work the front desk in your Council and that we can complain, but it •,j
bedclothes, then that should also extend to seems their cries, just as ours have fallen on ';,
you. And at last check, when you had a vis- deaf ears. Maybe it is better for all concerned "!
itor in the building, they had to be signed in. that he be transferred to another dorm. !just
But this year, he feels that he is above this rule . hope this sheds a.little light on the dorm that ic;
seems to be the last on everyone's mind.
'(..,
and that he doesn't have to sign in his guest.
'
I even heard that this particular GA threat!(J
Concerned at Meridian Hill
ened to fight a student, offering the student
.

a visitor passing through, a little 'ole wolverine. All he speaks of is Michigan this and
Michigan that and oh yeah, his favorite quo-
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A Long Walk During Homecoming

There's No
Place Like
Home.

trek to their classes hauling their books to class. With their boots strapped on and heavy coats
the winters in the early l 900's on Howard's Campus only made the walk longer.
The members of the HU community saw a second change with the walk as time progressed
and the University began to construct new buildings. The Trees that used to adorn the path from
Clark to the Main building began to come down as new buildings began to sprout up fro1n the
ground. The Long Walk was evolving slowly into'\vhat is the yard.
The role of n1en and women on campus began to change as time progressed. Men and women
would get all dressed up and have lunch together. The conception of the communal yard was
becoming more and more evident as times progressed and the liberation of Howard students grew
and grew. Howard University itself in the beginning was a small institution but in time it proAfter the University purchased the land from S1nith Farms on May 25 th , 1867, they began to gressively began to submerge to a new level.
The perfect scenery for any back drop it became used for many social events and festivals for
build but these buildings around the field that was allotted to the school through the purchase.
The purchase of the land was not the easiest sell because Mr. S1nith said, "he did not wish to student_s. It was and still remains the stage for many outdoor events on campus.
The yard was not just for tea any 1nore but fashion shows and the annual "coming out" shows
have a Negro school in the 1niddle of his property." The racism that was previously encountered
for Greek Fraternities and Sororities.
in slavery still remained existent in the business dealings in which the land was purchased.
To this day the yard has still evolved. With more buildings on its perimeter and the visibili'
The Long Walk as today's
yard is was the way many people treaded to their classes. lt was
and still is a common meeting place for students throughout their years ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ty of the walk still between Fonnders Library and Childer's Hall. Its presence on this campus is present but mainly ignored. The walk is still trailed
at the University, and for the others meant as always a social ground for
The Long Walk
by our students on a daily basis.
bigger events as teas and socials and the annual homecoming festivities.
As our students, and alum come to yard today together on the grass the
For man and woman "the Long Walk" was neutral ground for those to
And who of us have never trod
walk ways, or whatever portion of the quadrangle they take up. Whether
socialize with one another. Because co educational facilities at that time
The Long Walk down to Main,
it was a trek across to Clark Hall in the blistering cold in 1880, noon tea
were seen as something taboo and unheard of the times, male and fe1nale
And lingered on its beaten path
with a lady Bison on a Saturday in 1960, or just trying to get a peak at
students would come together on Fridays and any other special days and
In sunshine and in rain?
the latest hip-hop act in the 21 st century, the Long Walk was there, the
have picnics on the green.
yard remains, as the Howard Experience will always.
Snow cladden and with a personality of its own, the "walk" was not
When winter la;• upon the hill,
only a path but a destination. Many cold days in the winter students would
And cheerless was the day,

In 1867 the University began but in 1880 the experience was truly felt. Many HBCU's (Historically Black Colleges and Universities) have something that stands the1n apart from one another. Howard's trademark than that of founders library would be that of the "yard" or as some new
it better as the "long walk."
For about $150,000 it would all begin. The University was born and the land was not just
Howard's but its peoples.
The Long walk has remained crucial in the comorodory of Howard University and the experience. This path that spanned the length of the present day upper quadrangle from the fonner
Main Building and Clark Hall. Lined with Trees and scenery the beginning of what would become
a Howard land1nark that is still used and revered to this day.
•

Home (ham) n.
1. a place where_ one lives; a residence. 2. The physical structure

within which one lives, such as a
house or apartment. 3. A dwelling
place together with the family or
soCial unit that occupies it; a

household. 4a. an environment
offering security and happiness.
b. A valued place regarded as a
refuge or place of origin. 5. The
place, such as a country or town,
where one was born or has lived

for a long period. 6. The native
habitat, as of a plant or animal.
7. The place where something is
discovered, founded, or promoted;
a source. 8. A headquarters; a
home base. 9. An institution where

people are cared
(American Heritage Dictionary)

When weird and chilly blew the wind
As we went down the way;

Throughout the course of my life,
it has become difficult for me to
call one place home. Moving from
coast to coast, state to state, city to
city, has made my living experiences quite nomadic. There has not
been one place in some central
location I have been able to call my

When spring the leafing trees did bud,
When blossoms first broke through
Oh bush and b1Yttgh and tulip beds
That they might live anew;

When autumn brought her tinted leaves
TlY'sfrew the rugged wa k,
ff hile some did loiter there to amuse,
And sorne to quietly talk?

hoiµe for more than a couple of
years.

On August 14th, 1999, this all
changed. It was not just on some
random day that I decided to choose
my home, but, it found me (I was
quite off-guard): It didn't come all
at once, and my transition was

And who of us have ever thought
The Long Walk played a partAnd /mew one-halfpossessed a laugh;
The other a broiw1 heart?

continuedon page B2

1n 1880 before there was the yard there was The Long Walk.

'Edna Burke, 1932 Bison Yearbook
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The main quadrangle has always been a part of the Howard Experience
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Howard Students Search or Per ect Party Spqts

NWT Plans to
Make Moves this
Homecoming

•

By CHAMBRE' MAWNE AND AIMEE l'ruNGLE
Contributing Writers
It's Homecoming Friday. And you ain't got nothin' to
do? · Now, that is far from the truth. Howard's Homecoming is known historically not just for the events that
happen during the day on campus, but also for the
jumpin' parties that go down in the metropolitan area
after dark.
"People come from all over to go to the clubs during
Howard's Homecoming" said Khalila Ali, a sophomore
Communication Sciences and Disorders major from
•
Brooklyn, New York.
As a ,natter of fact, you may be a little late in getting up on the festivities--some parties were last
night. But don't get too upset because we're about
to let you know what's poppin' on the nightlife for
this weekend.
Many clubs in the D.C. area are going all out to
meet the expectations of the Howard University
community by throwing hot parties all weekend.
"I expect the parties during homecoming to be off
the hook. I want to see celebrities and everything,"
said Roderick Henry, a freshman from Long Island,
New York.
DC Live, Platinum, Republic Gardens, 2:K: 9, and
the Zanzibar are among the clubs hosting parties this ·
weekend. These clubs are having everything from
happy hours for the alumni, special guest appearances and live performances by recording artists, as
f.1.
well as just the traditional, all-night, get-crunked parties that are trademarked for an event as huge as
homecoming.
DC Live, the largest nightclub in D.C. with four levels
and six spacious rooms, has big plans for the weekend.
The nightclub will definitely be rockin', especially with
the newly installed, state-of-the-art sound system that will
blast 200,000 watts of the most popular hits.
On Friday night, hip-hop artist Fabulous will be perfanning live at the club. Doors open at I 0:00 p.m. and
admission is $10 before I I p.m.

The "4 th Annual Alumni Reunion" with a special guest,.
presented by Abdul Productions, will be on Saturday
night. This event is for the 21 and older crowd - DEFINITELY dress to impress.
Last but not least, Sunday night will be the "Homecoming Grand Finale Hip-Hop Jain" with various hiphop artists in atteridance. This event will close out the
homecoming weekend out and is sure to be out of control. You do not want to miss this event.
Across the way at Platinum Nightclub, festivities will
be going on~just after everything else has shut down.
•

,

truly unique experience is what Coco Loco promises

For all the late creepers, this one's for you. The "Platinum Late Night Party" on Friday and Saturday night will
begin at 3 a.m. and end at IO a.m. So for all of you who
have been dying to go to Platinum and could not because
you were not 21 - here's your chance. Come strapi'.ed
with your college I.D. and you will be straight. This is
a strictly non-alcoholic affair; so handle your business
before you come! And, as always come dressed to
impress-fellas, no athletic wear, laBies come fly.

"The Homecoming Edition of Platinum Sunday: The
YIP/Celebrity Edition" will be on Sunday night. With
DJ SNS on the wheels, this party will be nice: This event
is for the adult crowd (21 and older). You might want
to come to this event; you never know whom you might
see.

Don't sleep on Republic Gardens' Of course for homecoming, they have to bring out the notorious tent. And
you know they will have WKYS broadcasting live. The
club is kickin' off the weekend with a "Happy Hour" for
alumni with an open bar and complimentary buffet from
5-7p.m. The party will go on until the early morning. But
it doesn't end there.
On Saturday, the club is hosting the "Howard
Homecoming After-Party". Doors will open at
9:00 p.m. with an open bar and at 11 p.m. The club
will be showing the Tyson v. Nielsen bout. "The
Sequel" will be following the fight, which is when
'the real partying begins. If you want to eat, catch
a good seat for the fight, and party all night long,
this is the right place!!
Don't forget to check out some of the less mentioned clubs like Bohemian Caverns on 11 th and
U Street- they'll be featuring Luke, Allen Iverson, and a $1000 dollar prize for a bikini contest.
Also, the Zanzibar is hosting their annual "Howard
Homecoming Party " on Saturday night and will
have a "Howard Homecoming Brunch" on Snnday from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Something to expect while hitting the clubs this
weekend is beefed up security. Blocked streets in
the area around DC Live and Platinum, increased security personnel, and searches at the door will be strictly
enforced.
Also, expect to pay more for everything from admission to drinks. And as, always, be prepared for large
crowds and long lin s. But as Ashley Garrett, a sopho7
more Psychology major from Philadelphia says, "It's so
_1nuch fun, and you make so many memories, it's really
worth the hassle."
·

.By BRANDON A. MILLER
Hilltop Staff Writer
Part of the attraction to Homecoming is being able to ·
see many of the entertainment industry's brightest stars
up close and personal. This year, those stars will be
sharing the stage with some of Howard's own up and
coming entertainers ..
NWT (Nation Wide Takeover) Media Inc., founded by seniors Robert Ford and Rhett Butler, have
secured a number of venues in the area this weekend
and are excited to fonnally introduce their company to
Howard and the rest of the world. "Everyb_ody that's
affiliated with us has been doing their thing for a
while," said co-founder Robert Ford. "I guess this
weekend is like our coming out party though. Its our
time to show the industry what we've been building this •
past year."
Their compilation album "5 Minutes of 'Fame",
exclusively featuring Howard artists, was released.yesterday and can be found in the bookstore, Willie's
Records and Up Against the Wall. "5 Minute Fridays",
a video countdown and freestyle .competition, has been
taping at Jasmine's Pizza for the past two weeks and
will continue this Friday with a scheduled appearance
by Fat Joe and Lina and perfonnances by some of the
NWT artists. Tonight at the Luke Freakfest 200 I at
Captial Gallery, their artists Century, Shak C and Pizo
will perfonn and Pizo will also perform at 2:K:9 along
with Alicia Keys, Tank and Timbaland.
"We're blessed right now," said Ford. "We've been
working a whole year to get to this point to give the
streets our creativity and get a response. There have
been a lot of sleepless nights, but now its just time to
get something back."
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ken to last week may be working the door at an event or
club during Homecoming."
There are numerous ways of reducing spending after
With the arrival of Homecoming, certain things are the official events also. "Anyone trying to go to an after
inevitable: throngs of visitors, gridlock traffic on Georgia party, get there early," warns Homecoming Steering ComAvenue's streets and sidewalks, and lots of money being mittee Chair Melva Jones. "There won't be a cheap after
party."
spent. The University and local businesses are aware there
are lots of opportunities for financial profit. Every student
While no after party may be "cheap", there
and visitor is a target, but there are ways to enjoy the Homewill be some lower priced alternatives. The
coming experience without spending frivolously.
more popular clubs, Republic Gardens, .
The Homecoming Steering Committee took an iniD.C. Live, and 2:K:9, will all charge a
tial step in assisting students with the implemen-..,$)'if;
pretty penny. Smaller, lesser known
talion of package deals for the events. "It's a
, !\"'/
.
venues will have cheaper cover
charges, drinks and more than
corning Steering Committee Treasurer.
· ·/fl;'ltI:'.
,t-~y , ...
likely will have a substantial
number of patrons also.
"We did it to reduce the prices for stu• .
dents and to try to get them to come
·
With thousands of visitors expected, driving may not be the most effecto events they may not attend."
:§;'f.'f-• --~ •ff!''llz.
The three packages avail·{:ff
'· · ' ·
tive way to travel. Instead of guzzling gas
able are: the Platinum packc~~,
in bumper-to-bumper traffic, the Metro may
be an efficient option. Prices for a one-way trip
age, which includes all
·
~
events except for the
V;i//1
on the Metro Rail start at $1.10. Friday and Satrap/R&B concert for
urday, the rail service will run until 2:00 a.m. and
$55.50, the Silver package,
12:00 a.m. on Sunday and the bus services run even later.
which includes the Step Show,
One of the major expenses for Homecoming is always
Fashion Show and Comedy Show
fashion. Many students go to great lengths to top the next
for $31.50 and the Gold package,
outfit on the yard or at the club. But more money doesn't
which includes the Gospel Show, Step
necessarily equate a better ensemble. There are a numShow and Mr. & Mrs. Howard Pageant for
ber of outlet malls within driving distance, such as
$19.00. Sponsorship for events was also secured, which Potomac Mills, which offer quality at a low price.
allowed lower prices for events such as the Comedy
Stretching your bucks during Homecoming will defiShow and Gospel Show to be lower than in the past.
nitely help in the long run. There's still two months left
One student feels that it's not how much you spend, but in the semester and food will last much long than a few
who you know. "You have to network," said Roilyn bottles of Moet in the club.
Graves, Junior, Telecommunications Management major.
"Try to enjoy_Homecoming within your means," said
"Get to know people. The person you may not have spo- Jones. "People try to go all out, just enjoy yourself."
By Brandon A. Miller
Hilltop Staff Writer
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Styles That You Should Keep In The Closet
you try to rock a Gucci T-Shirt that looks like it came
from the Capital Flea Market it only goes· with the saying. You are what you wear.

By COURTNEY WADE
Hilltop Staff Writer
Working at Nordstrom department store has greatly
increased my knowledge of the wonderful world of fashion, including what is acceptable for the seasons, through
winter, spring, summer, and fall. From the brisk morning
walks to class to the tum of October, fall is here. Along with
the cooler temperatures, falling leaves, and longer days, fashion must change with the seasons as well.
Although the summer season brought us many fashion favorites, it is now officially time to put away those
summer threads and bring out the fall attire.
Ladies, that includes: ripped tanks and jeans, strapless/backless halter tops, shorts, denim mini skirts, capri and
flood pants, and my personal favorite--the sleeveless turtleneck. In addition, thong sandals and all strappy heels for
that matter should not be worn (no one likes cold toes).
"I want all the girls to get rid of their heels! Throw
them in the garbage. They are not needed here," said
freshman Business Management major, Serrano Barnes.
Ladies also should not be wearing white pants, skirts,
shorts, or shoes (except gym shoes) because we all know
Labor Day was about 5 weeks ago_1
Another thing that.has to end is the fake Kate Spade
bags. lt is about time for you to realize that everyone
knows that you are not a baller, but instead a "faller" for
the bargains in Georgetown. Just remember that authenticity tags are visible on these impostors. Wearing fake
labels is one of the most damaging things one could do
to their image. Clothing is a part that makes you, and if

For the gentlemen, the list is not as long as the one for
the ladies, but your wife beaters, ball in' shorts, and the oxymoronic Timbs & shorts combination should be put away.
Jaha Howard, a junior Chemistry n1ajor, agrees, "Not
that it was ever.okay from the get go," he pauses and sighs
in disgust, "But the Timbs and shorts thang needs to go."
Another student, Scott Barnes, a freshman Computer
Science major said, "For the young fellows ... they
should not be wearing Coogis, wife beaters, socks over
the top of the jeans, and ballin' shorts."
Another thing to keep in mind, for all of you that are
label crazy, remember that you don't make the mistake
and mix them. No one said it was legal fashionably to
mix a Gucci print with a coach bag. A Louis bag with
Prada shoes 1nay seem a cute combination but truly you :
are just setting yourself up for disapp·ointment. These •
,nistakes can be avoided by reaching in your closet and '
only pulling one label out instead of five. Take note that
what you wear reflect you and label confusion just
makes you look even more goddy and confused.
Putting away your ~ummer clothes does not have to :
be a disdained chore. You can anticipate wearing them
again next summer, and adding on to the wardrobe you
already have created. The autumn season can be viewed
as a new start and an excuse to go shopping once more.
Whatever your style may be make sure you look your best
in it. Your outfit says volumes about the person you are.

Entertainment Brie
Howard: Todays yard fest promises
to be a chart topper with scheduled
appearances by Fabulous, DMX,
Fat Joe, Lina, Luke, and other students will peiform on stage for the
most popular event of.homecoming
season.

Movies: Ice Cube is ready to set it
off again ... on the big screen that is.
The rapper/actor will star in the
comedy Barbershop, which is set be
released in 2002. He will play a
barber named Calvin.

•
•

Politics: Bill Clinton and Kenneth
Music: When Billboard 200 releas- ''Babyface''·Edmonds have joined
es their album charts, their will be a forces for a global fund-raising and
riew face replacing
education initiative against AIDS,
Jay-Zs in the number one spot. la- focusing on Africa. Babyface will
Rule _Will be the new # 1 ranked
visit the hardest-hit areas on the
artist on Billboard 200 album
continent, peiform fund-raising concharts after selling 360,000 copies
certs in South Africa and the US.
his fi.rst week of release. Jay-Zfell
He will also produce an
belund second with a 147,000.
album.

I
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Rapper, Singer, Songwriter, la Rule
stopped in DC on Monday

•

:•

•
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continued from page one....

somewhat maladjusted. Like in all h'omes across the
world, I had some problems. I didn't really like my
house and my neighborhood, also some of my family
members were just plain rude. Eventually I found joy in
knowing that I had so much.family around. I suddenly
gained a large group of brothers, sisters, mothers,
fathers, aunts, and some crazy uncles coming from all
over the place.
·
This institution is like no other in the world. Here my
family from both sides surrounds me. Here I had found
'Nhat few would find in an entire lifetime. I have found
one place that meets the definition of home in every
sense of the word. Here we find a legacy to be proud of
and a family to love and support. Our family is the
largest, the brightest and we sho\lld defend it and boast
of it at any and every opportunity. Although our family
may have its downfalls; as well as members that we
aren't so proud of, we are a family nevertheless and
there is no other family that can compare. Throughout
the hardships that we endure, we are sure to have a

,

Rule stopped in town and helped launch
promotions for his new album at the
Universal head quarters while eating launch
and answering questions on the industry
and his ever changing role _in it.

member somewhere in support of us.
During this time all Howardites experience their family reunion unlike any other. We meet those members
who we haven't met before and reunite with those who
had gone away. We celebrate our family and home in
all its glory, and invite others to simply marvel at our
grace. And although many other families try, they can
never capture the spirit that has immersed our souls. I
would like to thank my surrogate family for all that it
has done for me.
I wish, or require, my family the best and look forward to seeing them in the yard.
'
,

Homecoming is here.

•

Derek Kindle is a junior legal communications major
from Greensboro, NC

The Hilltop
Welcomes All Alumni
Back Home
'

•

•
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Alicia Keys Performs This Saturday.

'

ToDoand

To do It For

ing2001!!

Sunday October 13, 2001

,

Friday, October 11, 2001

Remember the victims in a Hair Raising Way
Proceeds from "CUT-A-THON will be donated to the Red Cross. The people at Roche Salons
(2 locations) are inviting Hairstylists from other salons to join us for this event as a community to
help families of the heroes of Sept 11th tragedy. (100% donation to the Red Cross) 12:00 pm to
5:00pm time: 12:00 PM cost: $50.00 min donation
,

Uncle Luke's in the House
Luke, the Miami booty basher himself, swings into D.C. Friday. Uncle Luke's Southern Turk Fest 2001 jump-offs
at the Capital Gallery Ballroom, 600 Maryland. SW from 9 p.m. 5 a.m. Hosted by J.R., 2 Face and DJ Alizay.
Haunted House for Homecoming?
You thought the guy that called you last week was scary. Well, the Haunted Kingdom plans to give him a run
for his money. This event is great for the entire family - voted the areas best-haunted attraction for 3 rd straight
year. Friday and Saturday evenings - gates open at 7 p.m. and close at 10 p.m. - two special shows in survivor
iheatre. Refreshments available in the castle cafe during all events .. Rain or shine. Group discounts and summer clown camp schedules. call 301-595-8989
Get Bent, Have a Fiesta at Republic
Get. Get. Get. Get Your Drink On' Even Nelly Fortado can't handle this event. Happy Hour like no other will
take main stage at' Republic Gardens. Food, fun, friends, and fuzzy navels, put your hands up one time for this
'
fiesta.

Clean your pipes, or at least hear them
The District of Colu_mbia Chapter of the American Guild of Organists performs, Pipe spectacular,
its second annual lighthearted and entertaining concert featuring the "king of instruments."
Cathedral organists along with other area organists will combine their talents to play music for
one, two and three J.rgans. So check this out at the Washington National Cathedral @ 8 pm

r

Looking to be the Next Big Thing?
Move out Mary J. Peace P. Diddy! All Access Pass, your Backstage Pass to the Music Industry to educate and
provide hope for aspiring musicians, vocalist or anyone interested in building a career in the entertainment
industry. 8AM til 11 AM. The price: $75. Runs from Sept 26 and beyond

....

~

Check Out
Uncle Luke
This Friday!
.

Get me the

,

$%#!&@

Saturday, October 12, 2001

out of here!

Alicia Keys, Timberland to Fall Into 2:K:9
Check out Renaissance Productions and Nationwide Takeover (NWT) at 2 K 9 for their album
release party! Scheduled to appear: DMX, Alicia Keys and Timberland. This event promises
to be the most promising party for the A list of Howard. Doors open at 10. Get into 2K9.

(We understand completely.)

Promo-Chocolate at the Zei Club
NYC's own DJ Doo Wop will command the turntables at the Chocolate Bar Zei Club, 1400 I
St. NW. Homecoming after hours explosion runs from 2 a.m.- 9 a.m.

TRAVEL

A True Garden Delight
Republic Gardens is the best place to be on Saturday. A line up that will include celebrities
and the entire A-list of the industry this will be the best place to represent your school all
weekend .

2401 Pennsylvania Ave., Ste. G
202.887 .0912

Puttin Work in at the Ritz
Ain 't no party like a Ritz Party! Try the famous twelve hour madness party at the kingdom
tonight. This party goes from 9pm to 9am. One question: can you handle it?

GAY AND LESBIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Of National City Christian Church

and
Pastor Alvin Jackson
Opportunities for

New RN Graduates exist in:
• Cardiovascular

• Critical Care (Internship Program)

• Dermatology

• Gastroenterology

• Hematology

• Infusion Therapy

• Medical/Surgical

• Medical/Thoracic

• Nephrology

• Neurology

• Oncology

• Orthopedics

• Psychiatry

• Rehabilitation

• Urology

• PeriOperative/PeriAnesthesia

Wish Everyone a Blessed
Homecoming Weekend
We Invite You to Join Us for
Sunday Morning Worship and
for Our Fellowship Gatherings
National City's Regular Sunday
Worship Services are at 9:00 Mf
and 11 :00 AM, ,vith Services
En Espanol also at 11:00 AM

' Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota is comprised of · ·
Saint Marys Hospital, Rochester Methodist Hospital and
Mayo Clinic, creating an integrated medical center. These
partners form the world's largest private, not-for-profit

Upcoming Fellowship Events:

medical center, and offer patients virtually every kind of
medical treatment, diagnostic tool and nursing expertise.
'
Professional Nursing at Mayo Clinic
delivers comprehensive

Oct14- Video/Discussion on Ordination
Oct 20 - Social at Member's Home
Oct 28 - Monthly Bible Study
(for more info call Charles 202-162-5934)

nursing care of the highest standard.
Nurses at Mayo Clinic are offered unparalleled opportunities
for career mobility and growth. Practice is closely integrated
with advanced education and. research programs. At Mayo
Clinic, you have the opportunity to practice your profession
in a world-renowned medical center with a reputation for
high standards. Our hospitals are acute-care, teaching facilities
where quality nursing care is our tradition and mission.

''An Open &Affirming Ministry''

Please refer to #01-NG.HU when inquiring about

nursing opportunities.

'

NATIONAL CITY
CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Five Thomas Circle
th
Mass. Ave. at 14 St., N.W.

THE NATIONAL CATl!EDRAL
OF THE

202-232-0323

CHRISTIAN CHURCtl ,.
(DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) ;,

www .natcitychristian.org
\' general@nationalcitycc.org

This advertisement is co-sponsored by BLAGOSAH
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As Sales Slow, Bargains Pile Up

In Business and Finance
•

•

Attacks Shatter
Employment Picture
Beyond the obvious economic
damage of Sept. 11-the stock-market plunge, sputtering airlines and
the heightened risk of recessionlurks .another threat: an end to a
golden era of low unemployment.
From 1997 through 2000, the economy expanded at a 4% annual pace,
well above the 2% to 3% rate most
economists had considered the country's speed limit. Faster growth
meant factories produced more,
stores sold more, and companies of
all kinds needed more workers than
in any other recent period in ,U.S.
history.
All of those positives now are
threatened. Even before Sept. 11, demand for workers was falling. Since
the attack, the labor market has deteriorated sharply, especially in industries such as travel and tourism,
which have been among the biggest
sources of entry-level jobs in recent
years. For some workers, full-time
jobs are eroding into part-time posts.
Meanwhile, many people who are
laid off are finding it hard to obtain
state unemployment insurance.
States often require workers to have
held a job for a certain length of time
and peg insurance payments to income level.

Bush, Democrats
Spar Over Economy
President Bush and Democrats
tangled over an economic-stimulus
package.
Administration officials told congressional leaders that Mr. Bush
wants the bulk of his proposed $60
billion to $75 billion package to go toward tax cuts. The rest would go to
spending-much of it earmarked for
a package of unemployment and
health-care benefits for jobless
workers.
Democratic leaders generally are
comfortable with the size of the
White House proposal but want to
spend much more of it on worker
benefits. Many Democrats also favor
1nassive spending on bridges, road
and other infrastructure, rather
than tax cuts, to stimulate the econ·
omy.

Airlines Make a Play
For Leisure Travelers ·
The nation's big airlines slashed
airfares for leisure travel, a few days
after most airlines lowered their
business tariffs to try to jump-start
business after the terrorist attacks.
Delta Air Lines Jed the charge, offering a sale on tickets purchased
through Monday for domestic travel
through Dec. 15. Overseas trips must
be completed in March, April or
May. Numerous other big carriers,
such as United, American and Continental, offered similar deals.

Warner and Disney
Hope for Magic
Even before Sept. 11, "Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone" was
seen as a can't-miss holiday blockbuster. Now, young Harry is swooping down at just the right moment
for Warner Bros. Pictures.
The studio has suffered through a
string of disappointments this year,
including the recent films "Rock
Star" and "American Outlaws." The
movie studio that made household
names out of Dirty Harry, Batman
and Bugs Bunny hasn't produced a
blockbuster since "The Perfect
Storm" in 1999. Where once its reputation was staked on big movies with
big stars, Warner Bros.' greatest
success so far this year, "Cats &
Dogs, " featured a cast of no-name felines and canines.
Meanwhile, Walt Disney Co.
chairman and chief executive
Michael Eisner has been on an aggressive campaign to reassure investors and the public that everything will be all right at Disney. The

•
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lack of a recent hit film-and worries
about its theme parks in the wake of
terrorist attacks-had increased
worries about the company's
prospects.
.
Critics faulted Mr. Eisner for not
rushing Disney into acquisitions of
Internet or cable companies, as competitors did. Now, Mr. Eisner says,
his caution will pay off. Companywide cost-cutting, begun well before
the economy went soft last year, will
prove Disney prescient, he says, and
leave the company poised to "go
through the roof" when better economic conditions return. He says he
is bullish on the company's entertainment creations and its ability to
exploit them. Top of the list is "Monsters Inc.," a computer-animated coproduction with Pixar that is expected to be a big hit in November.

Government Sites
Yank Sensitive Data
Government agencies-and even
some private entities-have been removing from their Web sites infor·
mation they fear could help terrorists plot attacks.
The Environmental Protection

Agency, concerned about attacks in·
valving chemicals, stripped its Web
site of information about the nation's
chemicals plants and what companies would do if chemicals escaped.
The Defense Department took down
its Central Command Web site regarding Middle East and Asian affairs and its Special Operations Command, because it was hacked into
this week. The sites contained such
items as news releases, speeches
and biographies of leaders in the
command.

Home Offices Get
New Lease on Life
Just stay home.
That's the feeling of some workers nervous about going into the office because of the Sept. 11 attacks
and the possibility of further terrorist strikes. Across the nation, more
people are requesting to work from
home, companies and consultants
say, wanting to avoid buildings that
could be potential targets and to stay
closer to their families at a time of
heightened anxiety. At the same
time, companies are thinking about
giving more employees remote com·
puter connections to ensure they can
work even if buildings become inac·
cessible.

Odds & Ends
Wall Street registered a strong
upswing after the U.S. began air
strikes in Afghanistan. Stock prices
had fallen after the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks, but the Dow Jones Indus·
trial Average and the Nasdaq Com·
posite Index were up substantially
this week from their post-attack
lows ... Sales of cars and light trucks
didn't fall as sharply as expected last
month, thanks to interest-free deals
... Conde Nast Publications will shut
down Mademoiselle magazine with
its November issue.
By Robert J. Toth
How to contact us:
Campus Edition@wsj.com
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t!, Focus on Fun At Kellogg
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THIS WEEK AT:

::ichool
B·school diary: A first-year student
at Kellogg School of Management
offers an inside look at orientation
week in Evanston, Ill.
• Well-Prepared Grads Ace
Meal Interviews
Mind your n1anners: Lunch and
dinner interviews are becoming
popular as firms try to assess
whether a candidate will fit inand not embarrass the company. A
few tips help interviewees manage
these situations.

.
..
..
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• Students Change Gears
As Career Questions Loom
The great disconnect: For some
students, there's nothing more disorienting than realizing they probably won't be happy in the profession they're studying for. Here's
advice from career counselors on
finding the right career path.

Weak Holiday Forecasts
Fuel Deep Discounts
Across Ret.ail Sector
t's beginning to look a Jot like a
discount Christmas .
A pair of new K2 inline
skates that usually sells for $130
will soon go for Jess than $65 at
Sam's Club, the discount chain.
Syms is offering gray wool Brooks
Brothers trousers for only $39.99.
Burlington Coat Factory has Ghaps
Ralph Lauren wool Navy-blue pinstriped suits, still perched on their
Macy's hangers, marked down to
$169.98 from $450.
Many retailers already were reducing inventories before the Sept.
11 attacks, anticipating slower
sales. But now, in the uncertain aftermath of the terrori~t attacks, nervous full-price retailers are canceling orders or postponing new shipments, leaving discounters with
their pick of in-season merchandise.
Immediately after Sept. II, fullprice retailers such as Neiman Marcus Group Inc., Saks Inc. and Feder- ·
ated Department Stores Inc. experienced a sharp drop in sales, especially in their Mantlattan stores.
About two weeks ago, Neiman's
Bergdorf Goodman unit canceled its
remaining fall orders. Retailers are
concerned that if companies continue slashing jobs and the economy
worsens, sales will slow further, inventories will bulge and profits will
disappear.
Earlier Bargains
The retailers' predicament is
good news for shoppers, who are
likely to find bargains earlier in the
Christmas season, often on items
that aren't normally discounted. But
for full-price chains, such as Federated's Macy's and May Department
Stores Co.'s Foley's, the discounting
could herald a return to the price
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wars of Christmases past. And once
the aggressive ad campaigns and
steep markdowns start, they don't
end until the season is over.
"It'll be the most promotional
Christmas ever," predicts Britt
Beemer, founder and chairman of
America's Research Group, a
Charleston, S.C., company that specializes in retail. In the recession of
the early 1990s, most retailers
waited until the first weekend in December to start whacking prices.
This year, Mr. Beemer recommends
that retailers start slashing prices
on Thanksgiving weekend.
Nordstrom announced an unprecedented 10-day fall sale starting
in late September, discounting certain items by 33% to 60%-the first
time it has held a major sale outside
the three it schedules each year
since it began selling apparel in
1963.
For a manufacturer, retailers'
discounts may salvage some sales,
but the brand can be tarnished. The
Web site Overstock.com, for example, recently bought some high-end
watches from a distributor facing
cancellations. The Web site listed a
Movado men's watch, the "Esper-

anza," for $585.99, saying it normally sells for $975-a savings of
•
$389.01.
Rick Cote, Movado Group Inc.'s
chief operating officer, says he doesn't know how the watches ended up
on Overstock.com but isn't happy
about it. "It's not in our interest to
have our product appear cheapened,·• he says, adding he wonders if
they are counterfeits. They aren't,
the Web site counters.
Unloading Inventory
Burlington Coat Factory Warehouse Corp., a Burlington, N.J., discounter with 302 stores, says it has
seen an increase of about 30% in offers from vendors selling goods.
Prices are more negotiable, too.
"There will be bigger breaks in the
future," Chairman Monroe Milstein
predicts.
Syms Corp., the Secaucus, N.J.,
off-price apparel retailer with about
45 stores, says worried vendors are
peddling goods at prices about 10%
below where they were several
weeks ago. Manufacturers have
started calling to unload merchandise about a month sooner than
usual.

Record Labels

Sue Web Site
Sharing Files
By LEE GOMES
he entertainment industry
has opened a new chapter in
its fight against online piracy
by filing a ' lawsuit against a
popular Web file-sharing system called Morpheus.
The lawsuit, filed in U.S. District
Court in Los Angeles, says Morpheus
is picking up where Napster Inc., now
shut down while it refashions itself as
a legal operation, left off. But unlike
Napster, whose operations were
curbed by the music industry's court
action, Morpheus bills itself as a decentralized, or "peer to peer," system
with no central computer, but instead, a constantly changing collection of personal computers belonging
to the people Jogged on to the service
at any one time.
In their lawsuit, though, record labels and Hollywood studios represented by the Recording Industry Association of America and the Motion
. Picture Association of America say
that Morpheus indeed uses centralserver computers for such tasks as
l\eeping track of who is online. Those
central machines, says a spokesman
for the record-industry group, "make
the system more efficient."
Use of Morpheus has exploded in
recent months. According to Webnoize, a Cambridge, Mass., research
outfit, nearly a million people at a
time were using Morpheus last
month-nearly double the number
from August- and they downloaded
more than 1.5 billion files, both music
and full-length movies.
The Jawsuitnames MusicCity.com
Inc. and MusicCity Networks, which
operate Morpheus, along with several
smaller companies. The companies
didn't return calls seeking comment.
While the record industry was
largely successful in going after Napster, legal observers say it will have a
tougher tinie i_n taking on Morpheus
and other "peer to peer" systems.
While Napster's founders made it
clear in internal communications during the service's early days that the
purpose of the software was to exchange music, the creators of most
peer-to-peer· systems have been careful to describe thrir software as gen·
eral technology capable of exchanging all manner of files, including
many legal ones.
In a related development, music
· publishers and record labels reached
an agreement for the licensing of mu·
sic on the Internet, a possible breakthrough for the labels' planned online subscription services.

Overstock.com says it scored
8,000 comforters for about half of
what it might have paid in early September. And it bought about 1,500
Hewlett-Packard computers for
about 20% Jess than the usual price.
"We're getting calls from people I
never heard of before, offering us
good deals," says Patrick Byrne,
chief executive of Overstock.com .
For example, he has snapped up
thousands of Citizen watches. "I
don't think we would have been able
to buy them at all before the attacks," says Mr. Byrne. "The dis·
tributor got nervous sitting on inventory."
The big discount stores are benefiting, too. Tom Grimm, chief executive of Sam's Club, a unit of WalMart Stores Inc., told analysts the
slowing economy has helped his
buyers get access to more brandname merchandise and in larger
quantities.
Shoppers are pouncing. At a Dallas-area Burlington Coat Factory,
Shirley Brooks, a retired nurse, was
hunting for bedding and housewares. "I bought a Jones New York
red suit with sequins on the bottom
for Christmas," she says. "It cost
$69, half of what it would have cost
me at a department store. With the
economy going down, I'll be shopping here."
Jan LaDue, a 46-year-old careerdevelopment official at the business
school at Southern Methodist University in Dallas, says she has become a more cautious consumer as
the economy has slowed. Recently,
she shopped for the first time at
Syms and found a pair of Brooks
Brothers wool trousers for $39.99.
Now she's thinking of sending her
college-age son and husband in to
buy suits. "I expect that stores are
going to have to discount items to attract the consumer," she says. ·
By Wall Street Journal staff reporters
Erin White and Ann Zimmerman
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A successful future starts
with The Wall Street Journal.

'

'
You won't find a better resource
than The Journal for news and
industry trends that can help you
prepare for everything from life after
college to your next spring break.

'I'll!: WA.I.I. STRRl;'l' JO\JRN/\\.,
"•

A student subscription to The Wall Street
Journal includes both the print and online
(WSJ.com) editions. So, you can be sure that
you'll receive the most up-to-date news as well
as special tools to help you plan your career.

-.
..
•

With The Journal you'll get:
Knowledge and insight on how
textbook theories work in the real world
Customizable news

when and how you want it

great for
company research and interview preparation
Summaries of the day's top news stories

Briefing Books and 30-day archives -

tips and tools for
starting your own business
Small Business Suite -

For more information about special subscription rates for students, call
1-800-975-8602 or visit info.wsj.com/students
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DAY

DATE

Monda· y
Tuesda
· Wednesda· y
Thursday
Friday
Saturda
Sunday
Monda•r
Tuesda
Wednesda
Thursda· r
Friday
.
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CLASSIFICATION*

rd
Senior /3 year Law & LLM

Novembers
November6
November?
November8
November9
November 10
November 11
November 12 ·
November 13
November14
November15
November16

.

Junior/3rd year Law & LLM
nd
So homore/2 · year Law
nd
Freshman/ 2 year Law
Graduate /Professional
So: homore/Freshman
Al·l Students
All Students
All Students
All Students
All Students
All Students
l

.

.

.

•

'

•

*If you are not sure of your official classification, please refer to HU B.I.S.O.N. Web
Registration.
.

*Students must meet all prerequisite requirements. ·.

•
'

♦ Students are. required to meet with their academic advisors for discussion

and approval of proposed course selections before using HU B.I.S.O.N. 202986-1155, (7AM - Midnight) or HU B.I.S.O.N. Web (7AM - Midnight)
Re~shdion
·
.

•

.

♦

Students should print their schedules from the Web in a campus computer
center.
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By AISHA CHANEY
ALLISON GENTRY

Contributing Writers
Coming off of to a disappointing loss to the
Tennessee State Tigers last Saturday, the
Bison will play one of their biggest games of
the year this week:- the Homecoming week.
Howard's Homecoming is one of the most
anticipated events of the school year, seen by
many across the country as the best Homecoming among black colleges and universities. The game is always packed and the
atmosphere is decidedly pro 0 Bison.
This year the team will face Benedict College Tigers, a member of National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA).
Benedict sports a 2-3 record and comes into
the game on the heels of 45-0 win over
Edward Waters College. Benedict is led by
senior quarterback Royton Williams and
junior tailback Laron Johnson, they have a
combined 521 yards rushing between them.
Williams has also passed 371 yards and five
touchdowns. Last week the Bisons were
burned repeatedly by the pass, surrendering
nearly 300 yards through the air, along with
four touchdowns. However, the team should
be able to dominate the Benedict receivers,
since none of them have over 200 yards
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Stoops says Oklahoma Has No QB
Controversy, Hybl to Start
By Scott D' Amico
l)klahorna Daily (U. Oklahoma)
(U-WIRE) NORMAN, Okla. With an undefeated season, two
wins over Top 10 teams and a No.
3 ranking, the last thing expected
for the Oklahoma football team is a
quarterback controversy.
But after OU sophomore quarterback Jason White led the Sooners
. to victory against Texas, people
have been buzzing over the backup's ability.
However, OU football head coach
Bob Stoops said there is anything
but a quarterback controversy in
Norman.
He said White's play off the bench
was impressive on Saturday, but
junior quarterback Nate Hybl is
still the No. I quarterback.
"Jason's preparation was outstanding," Stoops said. "You ne.ver know
when that moment is going to
come. Jason is a shining example

well."

Stoops said at the weekly press
conference on Tuesday that if Hybl
is healthy, he will start against '
Kansas this Saturday.
"I think that's the way it should
be," Hybl said. "I felt that's the
way it was going to be."
After Monday's practice Stoops
said Hybl took about the same
number of snaps as he normally
does.
"He threw the ball well," Stoops

said.
"He looks good and I think he will
be fine."
OU Qffensive coordinator Mark
Mangino also said Hybl looked
good in practice.
"He looked very sharp out there,"
Mangino said.
However, the key question on
whether Hybl will start at quarterback this Saturday is whether he
has recovered from the shoulder
injury he suffered against Texas.
"I'm feeling pretty good, and I'm
just preparing myself for the
upcoming game," Hybl said.
But whether Hybl will be medically ready to play against Kansas
may still be up in the air.
When asked about his health, Hybl
said he's just concentrating on this
week's game. "I'm preparing to be
ready against Kansas," Hybl said.
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Dear Alumni:
•

The Bisexual, L.e sbian, and Gay Organization of
St1.1dents at Howard (BLAGOSAH) seeks
donations for continuing our campus/community
outreach and education programs. Dr. Ron
Simmons (Class of '88) ot·us Helping Us has
offered to establish an alumni committee to find
funding for BLAGOSAH. Ifyo1.1 are interest~d in
j_o ining this committee or in making a donation,
please contact Dr. Simmons at (202) 546-8200 or
via e-mail at ronsuhu(a}aol.com.

•

blagosah@yahoo.com
www.geocities.com\blagosah

'
•
•
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"Honestly, I'm only going to the game
because it's Homecoming. I generally only go
to two games a year- the Howard vs. Hampton game and Homecoming. It's not likely
that we're winning every game, so I don't see
the point in going. I'm hoping we'll do well
this year, but I'm no too sure," said sophomore human development major Ayanna
Stewart.
Despite Howard's losing record, football
players remain confident in their ability to
pull out a victory tomorrow.
"I know I've told people we would win and
we didn't, but I feel that we will win. When
you're at home and it's Homecoming, the
pressure is unexplainable and you know you
have the crowd's support," said sophomore
running back Jay Colbert.
Some students have the. same opinion as
Colbert. They feel as though the team will
perform well and come out the winner.
"I think because it's on Howard's turf that
the positive energy of the students will
encourage the players to do their best. And
despite our record, I think we'll come out
with a victory," said sophomore broadcast
journalism major Leesa Davis.
Some of the freshman football players are
excited about the game because they have
never experienced this type of atmosphere

surrounding a football game. Even if th~y
may not play, they are ready and willing to
give their all for the team.
"If anything the atmosphere is going to moti. vate me more. I just want to win. If it means I
have to sit on the sidelines and cheer my
teammates on, I'll do whatever it takes," said
freshman comerback/kick return specialist
I
Fred Turner.
The players know that many students have
lost faith in the team due to their poor record
and they just want to prove to everyone that
they can play.
"There are a few people that are behind us,
but unless you show them otherwise people
are going to go by what they see. A lot of
people only want to be associated with winners," said Turner.
With the atmosphere of Homecoming 11nd
the possible victory, the Bison look to reignite the faith of their fans. They are only
midway through the season, so they still have
time to tum their record around.
"It takes away some of your will when you
lose a game like last week's. But games like
Homecoming can replenish your will. You
can use this as a stepping-stone to get back on
your feet ... Don't give up on us," said Colbert.
•

•

'

WVU Player's Past May
Prevent Playing Time
By Matt Masaschi
The I)aily ,\thenaeun1 (West Virginia U.)

(!.I:W!RE) MORGANTOWN, W.Va. -If the
University of Notre Dame stands by its policies, Cooper Rego, a backup tailback for West
Virginia University, may not be allowed to play
in Saturday's football game at South Bend, Ind.
Rego, who attended Notre Dame from 1997-98,
was expelled from Notre Dame in 1998 for raping former classmate Kori Pienovi in the fall of
1997.
Pienovi, who has since graduated from Notre
Dame in May of 2001, still feels resentment
towards Rego, according to Daniel Carter from
Security On Campus Inc.
The National Coalition Against Violent Athletes and Security On Campus Inc. are both
pleading to Notre Dame officials to stick to
their standards and policies.
"(Notre Dame's) normal policy is that any student permanently dismissed for disciplinary
action is not allowed to return to the campus,"
said Dennis Moore, director of public relations
and information services at Notre Dame .
Carter stated, "Pienovi contacted us (Security
On Campus Inc.) a week ago and asked us on
advice for how to deal with her situation. She
did not want Rego to return to Notre Dame for
Saturday's game. She contacted Notre Dame,
and they gave her no decisive answer to her
question of whether or not Rego would be
allowed to.return to campus."
The National Coalition Against Violent Ath-

...... ..

'

.

ance to

letes and Security On Campus Inc. say they do
not want to see Rego as an exception to the university"s rule.
"If Cooper Rego is allowed back, Notre Dame
is sending a message that it is OK for him to
return because of who he is. Athletes should
not be treated differently than any other students," said Kathy Redmond, president of the
National Coalition Against Violent Athletes.
"By allowing Rego back, Notre Dame is setting
a very scary precedent for future actions. Once
a precedent is set, you can't go back and change
it," she added.
Redmond further explained, "What they are
saying is that it is OK for athletes and other students expelled for such crimes to return to their
campus, regardless of what they have done."
According to Carter, Notre Dame should not
allow Rego to return for Saturday"s game.
"The victim, regardless of whether or not she
remains at Notre Dame, ought to be able to rely
on the school's assurance that she and other
victims of similar crimes can
feel a .safe sense
'
of security," Carter said.
"If Notre Dame does not uphold to their rules
and standards, future victims of such crimes
may be intimidated to come forward if they see
that the university does not honor their word,"
Carter said.
According to Carter, "We may not get a definitive answer on Rego's status from university
• officials till Saturday."
Notre Dame's Associate Director of Public
Relations and Information Dennis Brown
refused to comment on the issue.

Tuesday
at 7p
m•· We
loca•
. . ··.· .. --,·,.·····.·· .. , _: ............
,: : ·-•······.
. . . .. are
. ...........
·•··•·······J1;i.L,
ed in the Howard Plaza West
Towers on the Plaza Level.

Sterling Washington,
President of BLAGOSAH

~
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eason

rece1v1ng.
Although crowds at the Homecoming game
are usually large, this is not necessarily due to
the fans support of the football team. There
are some people who will only attend to
socialize and because it is Homecoming.
"I'm not going to the game to watch football
at all. I'm going to be with friends, family,
fraternity brothers, and to see the halftime
show. Football is secondary. I think the outcome should be a victory for Howard ,and we
will definitely shine in front of the Homecoming crowd," said senior civil engineering
major Keith Michael Stone.
Homecoming is a time when school pride is
felt and displayed by the students, as people
from the community, alumnae and visitors
from all over come to participate. Before the
game, there is an annual parade, which starts
on campus and proceeds down Georgia
Avenue. Throughout the week there has been
a variety of events, which adds to the hype
atmosphere centering the football game on
Saturday.
Last year, the Bison came out of the game
with a victory over Norfolk State with a 14-0
shut out This year, going into the game, the
team holds a 1-4 record, which has put some
doubt in the minds of some students as to
whether the Bison will be victorious or not

' for the moment.
of being prepared
"Our team understands that Jason
is in the position to be the guy that
comes in."
OU quarterbacks coach Chuck
Long said he also doesn't see a
quarterback controversy ahead.
He said no change is being considered despite how close White has
been to Hybl.
"To speak of controversy and to
drum that up isn't worth it," Long
said. "You've got to look at it like
No. I went down, and No. 2 played

12, 2001
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· I s there something you are unsure about?

0

Monday,Oct. 22Friday, Oct. 26
from 1Oam-6pm Mon,Wed,Fri
12pm-8pm Tues, Thurs

'

If you want the truth, the whole
truth, nothing but the truth?

WV7]
l5f
rm
?1
vj\J lfl.s ~ 5

Students Graduating in
Dec 2001 or May 2002

Ila back at Dear Bison'! ·
,

Submit you entries at thehilltop@hotil.com ·

Basement of the Blackburn Center

•

'

BISON WON'T LET YOU DOWN!!!

Minimum $1 0 Sitting Fee,
*Please note the photographer takes a lunch break from 2-3pm
Questions? Call the yearbook @ 202.806.7870. stop by Suite G-06 in the Blackburn
Center or email us

(a)

hisonvearhook@Jhotmail.com

Ave

THE DIVISION OF ALLIED HEALTH
SCIENCES
•

Howard University

'

!s
- - TVl e PLCf. e,e ' Foy
•

.-------

-

C ONSIDER!

ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES OFFERS
•
•
•
•

C:li11ical Lab Sciences
Nutritional Sciences
,Physical Therapy·
Radiatio11 Therapy
--------

202-806-7572
202-8()6-623 8
2()2-806- 7613
2()2-806-76()9

-

•
•
•

Occupational Therapy
Physician Assistant
Health. Management

----·- ~ - - ------

- -

-

-

-- - -- ---------------

202-8()8-7614
202-8()6-7536 I 37
202-806-5776
2()2-806-5433
-- -

-

- -

-----

-

C.oVvLe a 11\,ol see tviese ole-pe1 rl:VvLeV\-t.s oleVvLoV\-stye1te vvvie1t tlrtetJ Cf Ye
e1LL e1bout e1t t vie Mi.V\-i. t-tee1Ltvi FCli.YOV\- october-1...7-, 2001...Attvie
1sLe1ck:'.-bur-V\- C.eV\-tey R.ee1oli.V\.,g R..ooVvL
·

11:00 AM -

2:00 PM

HURRY!
I

II

DON'T LET A GOOD CAREER -PASS

Y © V BY

I

I

For general info, 111ation call:
202-8 06-5 5 80

'

-

'
'
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The HUB of the African-American Cultural Experience

th
9 3:00-5:00 Marlon Green "Mtiking boll(l In Thfl 'R,tiin"
10 th 2:00-4:00 Debrah Harris-Johnson "'Th,: f{/riean-f{m,:riean r{Z{ZntJjJ{Zr'$
Gaid{Z to P{Zrsonaf Growth, tf{Zafth, ~tJ/{Ztg, ~flX, & ~arviva!: bivinJJ .
and J.,;arning in th; 21st G{Znfarg"

10th 3:00-5:00 Barry Fletcher "Whg '({rfl :/3/tiek Wom(ln boiing Thflir fftiit!"
10th 4:00-6:00 Alfred Fornay "Thfl '({frietin-'({m(lrietin Woman'.!; 6aidfl''
11th 3:00-5:00 Van Whitfield "Gags in ~ails"
11th 5:00-7:00 Stephanie Stokes Oliver "~flilfln ~ou/fu! ~(ler(lfi: for finding.
Your Purpos(l tind Minding Your Misiions"

12 th 12:00-2:00 Audrey B. Chapman hosted by Tricina Gray WHUR 96.3
"~flll(l/7 '({ttitud(l '({djusfm(lnfs for finding'({ bovin& Mtin"

''JUST SAY NO!''

th
12 2:00-4:00 Omar Tyree "Just ~ti(J Mo"
th
12 4:00-6:00 Christopher Chambers "~gmpathg for Thfl 'fJflllif"
13 th 2:30-4:00 Kwame Alexander "f(up(lndti: bollflPOflmi" and "Do The
Write Thing: 7 Steps to Publishting Success "

•

th
13 2:30-4:00 Kirk Nugent "Thfl Dnpopuftir Truth"

ag, _cfo_~r 12, 200!

th
13 3:00-5:00 Ras Ben Anu Israel "'R,oeki of '({gfl$" & lmani's Creations
(Jewelry)
th
13 4:00-6:00 Eduardo Jackson "e'llflr '({/tflr''
13th 4:00-6:00 C. Kelly Robinson ''J3iztwizizn ;Brothizr$"

2:00-4:00 p.m.

•

'

•
'

''Q: The Autobiography
of ·QUINCY JONES''

''Vernon Can Read:
A Memoir''

'

,
l:OOM2:00 p.m.

'

l:00~3:00 p.m.

'
'

BlO
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Meet us at the
ESSENCE Hot Spot.

'

All that's fabulous and fun,
informative and inspiring in
ESSENCE magazine
is coming to
Howard Universi .
Join us for an
outdoor campus fest
on
The Yard
Saturday, October 13
9:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.

•

•

'

•
'

'

'

.

"

'
'

•
'

Click on to essence.com for more information.

MAJOR

'

1he co,npony for womer,
,...

SPONSORS

Feria®
Pink~.

.,•
•

•
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Can't diet by yourself?
Don't want to go home for the Holidays FAT?

•

ROBERT S. BEALE, M.D.
1

Howard Univ. B.S. 64 M.D. '68
•

30 YEAR'S EXPERIENCE IN WEIGHT REDUCTION
At Telcordia Technologies, we look at the world of communications from an insider's point

•
•
•
•

of view. We provide research and consulting support to numerous high-profile telecom
players who are developing the technologies that fulfill the promise of communications anytime. anywhere, anyway you like it. From this angle, we've been able to make a
profound impact on the industry. From the inception of the toll-free number, to various
ATM technologies, to the creation of the MIME e-mail attachment standard - you'll find

A CHOICE OF PROGRAMS
FOOD DIET
INJECTION PLANS 1
APPETITE SUPPRESSANTS

•
•
•
•

MAINTENANCE PLANS
NOT A FAD
NOT A CLINIC
NOT A FRANCHISE

that we're behind some of the industry's most innovative and important discoveries.
.

DR. BEALE DEVELOPS A PERSONALIZED PLAN FOR YOU!!

If you want to do important work, join a company with a different perspective on the futu 1e
of communications ... join Telcordia Technologies. We are seeking students at the
graduate and undergraduate level with majors in Computer Science, Electrical

!! 50°/o OFF. THE FIRST VISIT !!

Engineering, Computer Engineering, Systems Engineering, Math and Business with an
interest in joining our team.

Far H.U. STUDENTS with ID
•

• Software Professionals
• Systems Engineers

Main Phone Number

202-463-78 72

Come visit our website at www.telcordia.com to learn more about Telcordia

Prior to Making an Appointment Please Call or Visit:

Technologies and how we are changing the future in the telecommunications industry.

202-889-4489 www.DOCBEALE.com ·

(I Telcord1a .

Technologies
·- -

2 Offices

-

Performance from Experience

telcordia.com/jobs

At1 SAIC; C:01npai:1y

We are an equal opportunity employer,

t 712 I Street, NW, St.lite 604
Washington, DC 20006

204 t M.L. King Ave, SE, Suite I 08

Near Farragut North & West Metro Stops

Near the Big Chair in South East

Washington, DC 20020
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This ad is co-sponsored by BLAGOSAH.
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Xzibit
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Powered y PromoHalics, Blaq Elegance, $outh $ide $ity, Party in Doors with Southern Players or Party in the Court Yard with Baby Cham $25
General admission in advance 1st 200 LADIES FREE, Discount w/ Howard ID Texas, VA, Florida, Georgia, Cali, Carolina's, Louisiana, Michigan,
C-Town, Tenn.
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Welcome · r, ne Sor0r ,. 00--00D'
All HILLTOPICS
Spring Break 2002
11-4 fl 1, Le 1rge oday
are due, paid in full, the
Organize a group aud Travel Free!
"Bound ':ly Dreans ' D Ito We
free
meals,
Free
Drinks
and
Free
Tuesday before
200
Parties.
publication date.
-20
"It's a ·No Brainer."
Announcements by camSun Splash Tours
FOR RENT
pus organizations for
Cancun
meetings, seminars or
Jamaica
One person to share 2bed/2 bath
Bahamas
apartment in Columbia Heights. Easy
nonprofit are charged as
walk to metro. Avail. mid-October.
Barbados
individuals
Florida & More
Contact:jmcclish@gwu.edu
advertising for the purFor details and. the Best Rates visit: NW-furnished Room-10 min walk to
pose of announcing a serwww.sunsplashtours.com
HU. Non-smoking minimun 6 oth
vice, buying or selling are
1-800-426-7710 '
lease-very large-All Utilities Included
charged $5 for the first
1----A-T_i\_V_I_S_T_IC_S_2_:____ , $500.00 per security dep•References
20 words and $1 for
CONGRATS ON YOUR FIRST
Available Oct 21-01. can be seen now
every• additional five
PLACE WIN!!
call Mrs. Shorter 703-385-0538
words. Local companies
HAYEgirl
Rooms for Rent Washer & dryer, free
cable, wall to wall carpet and dishare charged $10 for first
Dear Lord, THANK YOU for
washer. Near campus. Price $375/425
20 words and $2 for
saving our linesister 17 in the
every 5 words thereafter.
midst of the World Trade Tragedy.
Basement Apt. near campus.free
•
Please let our cries for the
cable, wal to wall carpet, and AC. All
Personal ads are $2 for
victims and their families bring
utilities included $1525 for more
the first 10 words and $1
swift justic & relief for their losses
information call(202) 359-3269
for every additional 5
-AUTHENTIC 35
- - - - - - - - - - - - Earn $20-25 hour, part-time. Set your
words.

-----------!

ANNOUNCEMENTS
WANTED!
SPRING BREAKER'S
SUN COAST VACATIONS WANTS
TO SEND YOU ON SPRING BREAK
TO CANCUN, THE BAHAMAS,
JAMAICA, OR MAZATLAN FOR
FREE!
TO F1ND OUT HOW, CALL 1-88-774642 OR EMAIL
SALES·@
SUNCOASTVACATrONS.COM

Meet
Mr. Allen Mosley
Director of Admissions
Meharry College
Medical anti Dental School
At the
Health Professions Society
Club Meeting
Wednesday, October 17, 2001
5:30pm
3rd Floor of the Howard Center
Vashon Room
Call (202) 238-233
for more information

own hours. Three on-campus openings for motivated students. Call
Barbara or Housh, 703-573-1133
Princeton Review - Mock MCAT

Sat, Oct 27, 2001@ 9:00-5:00pm
Registration Fee- $5:00pm
Registration Deadline, Oct 19, 2001
Call 202-238-2363 for more info
The Literacy Institute seeks adult
stuent to assist in developing and
marketing a speed Reading
Program for adults.
Interested call 301-949-1761

di
U<..v
Graduate Students:
Indulge in FREE Travel, Drinks,
'n t, ill E r I me o ng on
in Social Work, Psychology, and
Food, and Parties ith the Best DJ's
Id y c be 1 He m;J b,
Sociology needed to work with youth
and celebrites in Cancun, Jamaica,
, t , ~1000 ~exy bikini co _ on a part-time basis. Only students
with a high need for achievement
Mazatlan, and the Bahamas. Go to test at an exclusive industry pa, -J• should apply. Pay ranges from $20-40
StudentCity.com, call
~11 intere•ted ladies .call JM
per hour depending uon qualifications
1-800-293-1443 or email
entertain□£nt@ (202) 722-6399 of applicant. submit resume to Fax
sales@studentcity.com
'Vlust be sexy!
(202) 291-9680

SPRING BREAK PARTY!

,

---:::'.::-to;;-:fi::1n:-d:;-;o~u~t"".m;;;o~re:7"_ _"1.---M
- u_st_ b_e_o_u_t::,
go_i_ng::,._ _---I Graduate Students and or
Calling 1991-2001
J,,·es, do you want tc m,,et a,ul
Seniors:
School of Engineering Alumnus
. out with l NC l ET KE, .
with a background in Math, English,
to L.o.C.A Seminar
. $JOG 8 Y 'ki contest, a, , or Reading for tutoring evenings and
(LESSONS OF CORPORATE
. rt n ht ex
e om comin
weekends. Only serious and acade1
. AMERICA) on Monday, Oct 15
ically qualified students should apply.
ter party! All interested ladies
p ay- $11.50 per hour. sub m1t· resume
at noon upstair in lubrary.
Questions call 650-766-5699
call J'\'I. Entertainment @
to Fax (202) 291- 9680
202) 722-6399. 1\1.ust be sexy'

c

<

·-·
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